Operations Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
January 1st, 1946.
One Halifax-Horsa combination flew from ISTRES to EL AOUINA, the other waiting 24 hours as instructed by Transport Command.
January 2nd, 1946.
The other Halifax-Horsa combination flew from ISTRES to EL AOUINA.
January 3rd, 1946.
Two Halifax-Hamilcar combinations returns from RENNES to base. One Halifax-Hamilcar combination returned from BORDEAUX, the other one remaining there with its starboard wheel unserviceable. Four aircraft went to BRIZE NORTON for ‘EXERCISE TINKER’. One was loaded with a gun, jeep and four containers and a second with 22 containers. The other two were loaded spares. One Halifax-Horsa combination took off from EL AOUINA and landed at CASTEL BENITO.
January 4th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE TINKER’ took place. One spare aircraft remained unserviceable with tyre creep at BRIZE NORTON, the crew returning in another aircraft. The last aircraft of No. 644 Squadron flew from Tarrant Rushton to LUQA. One combination returned from ISTRES to Tarrant Rushton and a second took off in the afternoon and being unable to land at BORDEAUX because of weather put down at COGNAC. A Stirling came from SHEPHERDS GROVE and took a wheel, jacks and servicing personnel to BORDEAUX for the Halifax unserviceable there. One Halifax-Horsa combination flew from CASTEL BENITO to CAIRO WEST.
January 5th, 1946.
The aircraft at COGNAC returned without the Hamilcar as an air bottle was needed for sufficient pressure and it was impossible to go to BORDEAUX as the weather was adverse and it was imperative to move from COGNAC where no facilities exist for servicing a Halifax. An Oxford took a crew to BRIZE NORTON to receive the Halifax left there after ‘EXERCISE TINKER’. The third Halifax-Hamilcar combination left ISTRES and landed at BORDEAUX. One Halifax-Horsa combination proceeded to QASTINA from CAIRO WEST.
January 6th, 1946.
One Halifax-Horsa combination flew from EL AOUINA to BENINA. Two combinations returned from BORDEAUX to base, the last aircraft of No. 644 Squadron went from LUQA to QASTINA.
January 7th, 1946.
One Halifax went to COGNAC to retrieve the Hamilcar there. The SHEPHERDS GROVE Stirling was airborne from BORDEAUX with Tarrant Rushton servicing personnel but developing an oil leak went on to SHEPHERDS GROVE without landing. The Servicing Personnel were sent back by rail. At EARL’S COLNE, aircraft carrying mail from LUQA to the UK was diverted to Tarrant Rushton and landed on three engines. The first Horsa-ferrying Halifax flew from QASTINA to LUQA on the return journey, having left the Horsa at QASTINA. The second Halifax-Horsa combination reached QASTINA from BENINA.
January 8th, 1946.
The Halifax and Hamilcar from COGNAC proceeded to RENNES, permission to return to the UK being withheld on account of weather.
January 9th, 1946.
The Halifax returned from LUQA to Tarrant Rushton.
January 10th, 1946.
The second Halifax flew from QASTINA to LUQA.
January 11th, 1946.
The visiting aircraft of No. 644 Squadron with Major General BOLS on board took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at LUQA. A Stirling brought the spare wheel and jack from SHEPHERDS GROVE and returned to its base. The EARLS COLNE Halifax returned to base. A Halifax-Hamilcar combination returned from RENNES to base. The Halifax returned from QASTINA and flew LUQA to Tarrant Rushton.
January 15th, 1946.
A disposal of surplus Hamilcars was begun. Four were flown to HONEYBOURNE and one tug landed to retrieve the glider pilots.
January 16th, 1946.
Seven Hamilcars were ferried to HONEYBOURNE.
January 17th, 1946.
Eight Hamilcars were ferried to HONEYBOURNE.
January 18th, 1946.
Eight Hamilcars were ferried to HONEYBOURNE.
January 21st, 1946.
No. 190 Squadron was renumbered No. 295 Squadron. ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ consisting of dropping troops of the First Parachute Brigade on the Divisional DZ at NETHERAVON was due to begin. The troops came to Tarrant Rushton and did synthetic training but the drop had to be cancelled on account of poor visibility at the DZ.
January 22nd, 1946.
Six aircraft flew a total of 12 sorties on ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’. Each aircraft dropped a total of 8 troops on each sortie, except for one aircraft whose load on one sortie was seven troops.
January 23rd, 1946.
No sorties were possible on ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’.
January 24th, 1946.
The sorties scheduled to take place on ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ were postponed and then cancelled.
January 25th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ was cancelled for the day. The last aircraft of No. 644 Squadron, which had been delayed at ISTRES for an engine change, flew from EL AOUINA to QASTINA.
January 28th, 1946.
Troops did synthetic training on ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’. After five of the aircraft were airborne on the first sortie, the DZ Army authorities decided the wind was too high and the aircraft were sent back to base. The sixth was stopped from taking off. The exercise was cancelled for the remainder of the day. Six Hamilcars were scheduled to be flown to HONEYBOURNE but the first combination to be airborne reported the weather to be unsuitable and the programme was accordingly cancelled from then to the end of the day and the combination landed. Two Horsas for PALESTINE were postponed for two hours and finally postponed until the next day owing to visibility at BORDEAUX.
January 29th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ was cancelled for the day owing to a high wind. The two Horsas for PALESTINE were postponed until the following day. Eight Hamilcars were delivered to HONEYBOURNE.
January 30th, 1946.
The two Horsas were again postponed owing to weather. Four Hamilcars were delivered to HONEYBOURNE. ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ had to be cancelled again owing to high wind.
January 31st, 1946.
Five (heavy) Hamilcars were delivered to HONEYBOURNE, these being the last of the 44 to be moved. The tug which landed to retrieve the glider pilots got one of its wheels stuck in the mud. By the time it was serviceable, the weather prevented its return. The two Halifax-Horsa combinations flew from base to BORDEAUX. ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ was cancelled by the Army owing to the high wind.
Navigation Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
Little practical navigation was carried out during this month. ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ commenced and briefing was carried out for all No. 295 Squadron crews. Two aircraft and Horsas were despatched to QASTINA. Navigation was mainly occupied with the categorisation of navigators. This entailed some five hours per navigator in theory and nine hours in examining practical subjects. General preparation lectures have been given to all navigators and six have been examined up to date.
History of the Servicing Wing for January, 1946:
Compiled by Wing Commander C. WEBSTER.
January with its extremely bad weather saw a considerably drop in the total flying hours. The total flying hours for gliders and powered aircraft was approximately 330. The last aircraft of No. 644 Squadron left for the Middle East at the beginning of the month. One exercise ‘TINKER’ was carried out at the beginning of the month and ‘EXERCISE PRUDENCE’ has been going on from January 21st, 1946, as weather permits. All surplus Hamilcar gliders have been despatched to RAF HONEYBOURNE and all the Horsa gliders will be disposed of in February. Two Horsa II gliders were despatched to the Middle East.
Statistics:
Serviceability for January, 1946:
Of a cumulative total of 697 Halifax aircraft on charge, 452 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 77.6 per cent.
In addition, seven minor inspections and five unit repairs were effected.
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for January, 1946:
The following inspections or repairs have been carried out:
500 mile inspections: 5
2,000 mile inspections: 9
10,000 mile inspections: 3
Engine changes: 2
Minor repairs: 35
Major Repairs: 2
Personnel for January, 1946:
The total strength of the Servicing Wing on January 31st, 1946, was one officer and 613 other ranks.
Armament Activities Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer J. WOOD.
(i) Refors Aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: An exercise was carried out at OLD SARUM on January 4th, 1946, for the purpose of which one aircraft was loaded with a gun, jeep and four containers, and one aircraft with 13 containers. The gun, jeep and containers were dropped successfully with the exception of the nine containers in the centre bomb bay of the second aircraft. These containers failed to drop and were brought back. The reason for the failure was found to be due to a defective bomb door master switch. Two stand-by aircraft were also loaded for the above exercise but were not required to fly and were subsequently off-loaded.
(iv) Establishment: The present establishment is fully adequate for the work in hand.
(v) Visits: Nil.
(vi) Items of special interest: Nil.
(vii) General: Nil.
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton during January, 1946: Nil.
WAAF Section Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Officer BUTLAND.
January 3rd, 1946.
Flight Officer D. BUTLAND 3085 arrived at Tarrant Rushton to take over command of the WAAF Section.
January 4th, 1946.
Mrs WOODHOUSE, local Army Welfare Officer, visited the WAAF section.
January 7th, 1946.
WAAF General Meeting in the WAAF NAFFI.
January 8th, 1946.
Mrs LORLING, a moral welfare adviser, visited the station.
January 9th, 1946.
NCOs meeting in the WAAF NAFFI.
January 10th, 1946.
Squadron Leader NEVILLE, Senior WAAF G. Staff Officer, No. 47 Group, inspected.
January 16th, 1946.
Squadron Leader SALMON, RAF Welfare Officer SALISBURY, visited the section.
January 17th, 1946.
(i) Squadron Officer SCHOFIELD, Senior WAAF G. Staff, Advisory Officer, No. 38 Group, inspected the WAAF Section.
(ii) Flight Officer FULLER and Section Officer JOHNSTONE APM came on liaison visit.
January 23rd, 1946.
WAAF netball match on the station.
January 24th, 1946.
Lieutenant Colonel PASS and Mrs WATERHOUSE, Army Welfare, inspected the WAAF Section.
January 28th, 1946.
WAAF visited RAF WILMORE took over all Army welfare equipment.
January 30th, 1946.
Invitation dance for WAAF personnel to the Durham Light Infantry at BLANDFORD CAMP.
January 31st, 1946.
Visited EMS Hospital in BOSCOMBE to see airwomen.
Meteorological Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T.B. HARRY.
January 1st - 3rd, 1946.
Mainly fair with East winds 10 - 15 mph.
January 4th - 7th, 1946.
Cloudy, much medium cloud, 6/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, winds South 10 - 15 mph. Visibility moderate.
January 8th - 11th, 1946.
Intermittent rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, winds South West to West 20 - 30 mph.
January 12th - 17th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, winds East to North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 18th - 19th, 1946.
Cloudy, slight snow between 20.00 and 04.00 hours, 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles, winds light East.
January 20th - 22nd, 1946.
Fair, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate, wind East to South East 10 - 15 mph.
January 23rd, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 8/10ths - 10/10ths 600 - 800 feet, visibility 500 - 1,500 yards.
January 24th, 1946.
Fog in morning becoming fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility 70 yards improving to 1,800 yards by 15.00 hours.
January 25th - 26th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles, winds South South West 18 - 20 mph.
January 27th, 1946.
Fog clearing by 17.00 hours, visibility 100 yards, 5 - 10 miles by 17.00 hours.
January 28th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet, visibility 3 - 6 miles, wind West 15 - 20 mph.
January 29th, 1946.
Fair in morning, rain in afternoon, 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet in rain, winds West South West 15 - 20 mph.
January 30th, 1946.
Showery, wind West 15 - 25 mph.
January 31st, 1946.
Fair at first, drizzle in afternoon, 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet in drizzle, visibility 3 - 6 miles. Wind South West 10 - 20 mph.
See Appendix ‘A’:
Appendix ‘A’: Detailed Meteorological Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T.B. HARRY.
January 1st, 1946.
Mainly fair with East winds 10 - 15 mph.
January 2nd, 1946.
Mainly fair with East winds 10 - 15 mph.
January 3rd, 1946.
Mainly fair with East winds 10 - 15 mph.
January 4th, 1946.
Cloudy, much medium cloud 6/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility moderate, winds South 10 - 15 mph.
January 5th, 1946.
Cloudy, much medium cloud 6/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility moderate, winds South 10 - 15 mph.
January 6th, 1946.
Cloudy, much medium cloud 6/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility moderate, winds South 10 - 15 mph.
January 7th, 1946.
Cloudy, much medium cloud 6/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility moderate, winds South 10 - 15 mph.
January 8th, 1946.
Intermittent rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, winds South West to West 20 - 30 mph.
January 9th, 1946.
Intermittent rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, winds South West to West 20 - 30 mph.
January 10th, 1946.
Intermittent rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, winds South West to West 20 - 30 mph.
January 11th, 1946.
Intermittent rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, winds South West to West 20 - 30 mph.
January 12th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 13th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 14th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 15th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 16th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 17th, 1946.
Fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility moderate, wind East North East 10 - 15 mph.
January 18th, 1946.
Cloudy, slight snow between 20.00 hours and 04.00 hours, 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles. Wind light East.
January 19th, 1946.
Cloudy, slight snow between 20.00 hours and 04.00 hours, 10/10ths cloud 3,000 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles. Wind light East.
January 20th, 1946.
Fair, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph.
January 21st, 1946.
Fair, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph.
January 22nd, 1946.
Fair, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph.
January 23rd, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 600 - 700 feet, visibility 500 - 1,500 yards.
January 24th, 1946.
Fog in the morning becoming fair, small amounts of cloud, visibility 70 yards improving to 1,800 yards by 15.00 hours.
January 25th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles. Winds South South West 18 - 20 mph.
January 26th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet, visibility 1 - 3 miles. Winds South South West 18 - 20 mph.
January 27th, 1946.
Fog clearing by 17.00 hours, visibility 100 yards, 5 - 10 miles by 17.00 hours.
January 28th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 4,000 - 8,000 feet, visibility 3 - 6 miles, wind West 15 - 20 mph.
January 29th, 1946.
Fair in morning, rain in the afternoon. 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet in rain, wind West South West 15 - 20 mph.
January 30th, 1946.
Showery, wind West 15 - 25 mph.
January 31st, 1946.
Fair at first, drizzle in afternoon, 10/10ths cloud 400 - 800 feet in drizzle, visibility 3 - 6 miles, wind South West 10 - 20 mph.
Station Strength Return for January, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Officers: 460 SNCOs: 460 Other Ranks: 1076
Appendix ‘B’ - Station Ration Strength for January, 1946:
RAF officers: 120 SNCOs: 287 Other ranks: 896
WAAF officers: 5 SNCOs: 4 Other ranks: 153
G.P. Regiment officers: 21 G.P. SNCOs: 169 G.P. Other ranks: 27
(‘G’ Squadron) (‘G’ Sqdrn) (‘G’ Sqdrn)
Sports Summary for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Soccer: Difficulty in raising teams has led to the cessation of regular inter- section games. The Glider Pilot Regiment and the Squadron, however, continue to play regularly. Station team plays each week and so far have not been beaten.
Rugby: This has restarted with old enthusiasm and many new players have joined us to give a strong side.
Hockey: Station team now plays each week against local Army sides.
Netball: More popular with WAAF since Corporal P.T.I. (WAAF) was posed in. Games are played each week.
P.T. (Physical Training): Glider Pilot Regiment attend regularly for PT and games. WAAF PTI has laid on PT for WAAF twice a week.
Squash: Played regularly by officers and senior NCOs.
Swimming: Not in favour at the moment but many enthusiastic for later in the year.
Badminton: Very well attended. Many games played each day.
Night Vision: Regular attendance of two crews each day for NVPT.
Medical History for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
The health of the station has remained satisfactory. There have been a few cases of influenza, only two cases admitted to the Station Sick Quarters (SSQ) and three other cases sick on leave. Two cases of gonorrhoea have been the only case of infectious disease. One bad case of pediculosis cabitis was seen in a member of the WAAF and FFI inspection (not yet completed) of both RAF and WAAF has not shown any further cases.
Visit of Staff Officers:
Wing Commander TOMLINSON SMO No. 47 Group inspected the sick quarters and sanitation. No change.
Appendix ‘C’: Units Under Medical Care for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK.
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 295 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
Entertainments Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer N.T. READ.
The following films were shown during January:
‘Hollywood Canteen’ ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’
‘White Cliffs of Dover’ ‘Trade Winds’
‘Winter Carnival’ ‘Two Girls and a Sailor’
‘The Glass Key’ ‘Lost in Harem’
‘Seventh Cross’ ‘Slightly Honourable’
‘Dragon Seed’ ‘I’ll Be Your Sweetheart’
‘Blithe Spirit’ ‘30 Seconds Over Tokyo’
(most popular of the month) ‘Whistling in Brooklyn’
On four Wednesdays, it was possible to provide live entertainment, two being of the legitimate stage.
January 9th, 1946.
Performance of ‘The Good Young Man’ performed by the Telman Players (ex-GPO staff at BOURNEMOUTH).
January 16th, 1946.
‘Swansong’ - a review by the Cavaliers, an army unit from WEST LULWORTH.
January 23rd, 1946.
‘Aces Of The Air’ - from RAF NETHERAVON.
January 30th, 1946.
‘Buster’ - performed by the BOURNEMOUTH branch of the Unity Theatre.
Transport was arranged for two outside dances during the month.
Appendix ‘D’: Education Report for January, 1946:
Compiled Pilot Officer E.W. HARPER.
General Education Scheme for January, 1946.
(i) Station reference and textbook library:
Number of volumes on charge: 500. Average issues for the month: 200.
(ii) Education classes held on the station:
* Subject - Leatherwork.
Instructor - Flight Sergeant MELIA.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendances - 25 RAF and 20 WAAF.
* Subject - Ballroom Dancing.
Instructor - Sergeant SOLOMAN and LAC KEMBLE.
Length of course - Blank.
Average attendance - 50 RAF, 22 WAAF.
* Subject - Music Circle.
Instructor - Sergeant BAKER.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendance - 16 RAF, 4 WAAF.
* Subject - Play Reading.
Instructor - Sergeant BAKER.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendance - 12 RAF, 4 WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 100 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Blank.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office Correspondence Courses Cancelled.
Two RAF applications submitted for external institutes.
No RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 600 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: Two other ranks (leatherwork and ballroom dancing).
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: three officers and 12 other ranks.
(ix) One film was shown.
(x) Remarks: (i) At an EVT committee meeting it was decided to hold a station EVT census in February.
(ii) Classes were held in the following subjects and attendances were good - English, maths, French, German, history, geography, civics, household repairs, woodwork, leatherwork and ballroom dancing.
(iii) Organised weekly theatre trips to BOURNEMOUTH continued to attract all ranks.
(iv) Attendance at EVT Resettlement Classes rose to 80 per cent.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for January, 1946:
Compiled by First Lieutenant I.W. PITCAIRN-CAMPBELL.
January 1st, 1946.
5182116 Sergeant WILLIAM A. to No. 5 WOSB REDHILL. Horsa flying begins.
January 2nd, 1946.
Nothing of interest to report.
January 3rd, 1946.
No. 24 Flight and NCOs from ‘N’ Squadron returned from leave. Three crews returned from continent. Normal Horsa flying.
January 4th, 1946.
Staff Sergeant MADDOCKS, Staff Sergeant ATWELL, Staff Sergeant WRIGHT despatched on nine days leave. Horsa flying.
January 5th, 1946.
One crew returned from continent. All Hamilcar crews have now completed conversion course.
January 6th, 1946.
Two crews returned from BORDEAUX. Weekend stand-down.
January 7th, 1946.
One crew take-off for COGNAC. Horsa flying.
January 8th, 1946.
No. 9, 10, 14 and 24 Flights and administration personnel go on embarkation leave. Hamilcar flying.
January 9th, 1946.
Captain MILLER discharged from the Station Sick Quarters. One Horsa (Captain CORRIE) returned from MEF. Staff Sergeant ATWELL, Staff Sergeant MINALL and Staff Sergeant WRIGHT recalled from leave.
January 10th, 1946.
Nothing of interest to report.
January 11th, 1946.
Staff Sergeant ATWELL, Staff Sergeant MINALL and Staff Sergeant WRIGHT return to ‘C’ Squadron.
January 12th, 1946.
Hamilcar flying. 16 First Pilots arrive from ‘N’ Squadron. Lieutenant STUBLEY and six NCOs on privilege leave. One Horsa returns from MEF.
January 13th, 1946.
Captain HICK returned from hospital.
January 14th, 1946.
Sixteen NCOs from ‘N’ Squadron sent on embarkation leave. RAMC orderly arrived from No. 1 Wing (under-age for MEF).
January 15th, 1946.
Four Hamilcars ferried to HONEYBOURNE.
January 16th, 1946.
Hamilcars ferried to HONEYBOURNE. Seven NCOs from ‘N’ Squadron and Private DAVIES sent on embarkation leave.
January 17th, 1946.
Hamilcars ferried to HONEYBOURNE. Seven NCOs (First Pilots) sent on embarkation leave.
January 18th, 1946.
Hamilcars ferried to HONEYBOURNE. Batman/driver arrives from No. 1 Wing.
January 19th, 1946.
Nothing of interest to report.
January 20th, 1946.
Nothing of interest to report.
January 21st, 1946.
Lieutenant ROGERS admitted to SHAFTESBURY Hospital.
January 22nd, 1946.
No. 9, 10, 14 and 24 Flights returned from embarkation leave. Captain HOCKLEY arrived from ‘N’ Squadron.
January 23rd, 1946.
Lieutenant REW and Lieutenant VALLIS arrived from ‘N’ Squadron. Progress and efficiency rendered to appropriate authorities.
January 24th, 1946.
Hamilcar ferrying to HONEYBOURNE cancelled. Trooper THOMPSON arrives from ‘E’ Squadron. Re-organisation of Flights takes place.
January 25th, 1946.
Horsa test flights postponed. Major GAITLEY and party arrive from No.1 Wing.
January 26th, 1946.
Briefing for Horsa ferrying to PALESTINE. Horsa test flights postponed.
January 27th, 1946.
Captain TURNER arrives from ‘O’ Squadron.
January 28th, 1946.
Captain STOKES arrives from ‘O’ Squadron. Horsa ferrying to PALESTINE postponed. Captain TURNER admitted to Station Sick Quarters.
January 29th, 1946.
Hamilcar ferrying to HONEYBOURNE. Horsa ferrying to PALESTINE postponed.
January 30th, 1946.
Horsa ferrying to PALESTINE postponed. Four Hamilcars ferried to HONEYBOURNE.
January 31st, 1946.
Major GAITLEY and party take off for PALESTINE.
rations Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by: not filled in.
April 1st, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron departed for LUQA. A dummy run for ‘EXERCISE DIABOLO’ was completed. The forces taking part were seven Dakotas attached from RAF SYERSTON to Tarrant Rushton. Five Halifaxes and one Halifax-Hamilcar combination from Tarrant Rushton. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron arrived from LUQA.
April 2nd, 1946.
‘EXERCISE DIABOLO’ was completed successfully. This commitment did not permit further flying.
April 3rd, 1946.
The Dakotas returned to SYERSTON on completion of their attachment. A programme of local glider and cross-country flying was carried out. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron arrived from LUQA.
April 4th, 1946.
A normal day’s flying programme was completed with local Hamilcar towing, five hour cross-country flights, QGH and GCA practise but night cross-country flights were cancelled because of unfavourable weather.
April 5th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE SAMDROP’ - a supply-dropping demonstration had to be cancelled because of adverse weather. Glider towing was cancelled and the despatch of a No. 620 Squadron aircraft to LUQA was postponed by 24 hours. One aircraft due to arrive was diverted to ISTRES but was able later to complete its flight to Tarrant Rushton.
April 6th, 1946.
One No. 620 Squadron aircraft was despatched to BORDEAUX en route to LUQA. There was local Hamilcar towing during the morning. Squadron weekend stand-down commenced.
April 7th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to LUQA and one was received.
April 8th, 1946.
Two Halifax-Hamilcar combinations flew to RAF CRANFIELD for ‘EXERCISE SPRINGY’, a Hamilcar demonstration to officers of the Empire Test Pilots’ School. A full programme of towing, cross-country flying and GCA practise was carried out and three aircraft carried our four hour night cross-country flights.
April 9th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron was despatched to LUQA. The Commander in Chief (C in C) of Transport Command and the Air Officer Commanding (AOC) No. 38 Group, visited the station. The spare aircraft was despatched to RAF CRANFIELD to replace an aircraft on ‘EXERCISE SPRINGY’ which had gone unserviceable. A full training programme was completed and three aircraft flew night cross countries.
April 10th, 1946.
No aircraft were received or despatched on the trunk routes. A normal day’s flying programme on glider towing, cross country flying and GCA practise was carried out and two aircraft completed night cross-country flights.
April 11th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 297 Squadron was despatched to BORDEAUX with a crew of No. 620 Squadron to retrieve an aircraft now serviceable there. This aircraft returned to base in the evening. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from LUQA. A normal day’s flying programme was completed and there were two aircraft on night cross country flights.
April 12th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron was despatched to ISTRES, not proceeding further because of unfavourable weather in the Mediterranean. Halifax-Hamilcar combinations returned from RAF CRANFIELD on the successful completion of ‘EXERCISE SPRINGY’. A normal day’s flying was carried out.
April 13th, 1946.
One aircraft landed from LUQA. Notice has been received that LUQA is now closed to all four-engined aircraft so that future trunk flights will be routed to CASTEL BENITO. There was local Hamilcar towing during the morning prior to the weekend stand-down.
April 14th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO.
April 15th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. A four glider flight programme was carried out, and day and night cross countries.
April 16th, 1946.
The one aircraft landed from CASTEL BENITO. A programme of local and cross country flying was completed and three aircraft flew cross countries.
April 17th, 1946.
One aircraft was despatched to ISTRES and a normal flying programme was carried out but night flying was cancelled because of poor weather.
April 18th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. The Easter stand-down commenced at noon.
April 19th, 1946.
One aircraft was despatched to CASTEL BENITO and one aircraft landed from there (No. 620 Squadron).
April 20th, 1946.
No activity.
April 21st, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO.
April 22nd, 1946.
No activity.
April 23rd, 1946.
An afternoon programme of Hamilcar-towing, cross country flying and GCA practise was carried out.
April 24th, 1946.
A normal programme of glider towing, cross country flying and GCA practise was carried out.
April 25th, 1946.
All flying was cancelled because of adverse weather.
April 26th, 1946.
Poor weather restricted flying to local towing and training flights during the afternoon.
April 27th, 1946.
A morning programme of Hamilcar towing was carried out prior to the weekend stand-down.
April 28th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down.
April 29th, 1946.
Two aircraft from No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO via HOLMSLEY SOUTH. Poor weather restricted the flying programme to local flying and towing during the afternoon.
April 30th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron was despatched to BORDEAUX. A full day’s flying programme was completed but night flying aircraft were recalled on weather deterioration.
Navigation Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant E. LANGTON.
The Navigation Section had a busy month. Squadron Leader WHITE set about a general reorganisation and systemisation of all duties, and this was largely completed by the end of the month. Flight Lieutenant E. LANGTON arrived on April 1st, 1946, to replace Flight Lieutenant L. BEACON who was released on May 5th, 1946.
Briefing activities continued at irregular intervals for aircraft of No. 620 Squadron returning to the Middle East. LUQA Airfield became permanently unserviceable for heavy aircraft and routing was changed to CASTEL BENITO.
New cross-country routes for day, night and glider exercises were devised and briefing maps prepared for the briefing room covering the relevant area. Generally, three briefings were carried out every day involving some nine crews. The briefing for ‘EXERCISE DIABOLO’ was carried out and a dummy run was made on April 1st, 1946. The exercise proper took place on April 2nd, 1946, and was highly successful. ‘EXERCISE SPRINGY’ took place on April 8th, 1946.
Categorisation of the navigators of No. 297 Squadron continued throughout the month and at the end only six were awaiting their oral exam.
History of the Servicing Wing for April, 1946:
Compiled by Wing Commander WEBSTER.
The flying hours total for April has been increased from that of previous months despite the Easter stand-down period. A large training programme was commenced, the intention being to work up gradually to a May total of 1,000 hours. Halifax aircraft completed 473 and three quarter hours while the gliders totalled 100 hours. The number of tows was 270. The Halifax Mark VII and Horsa II strengths continue at 25 and 24 respectively while one Hamilcar force-landed on April 27th, 1946, leaving a total of 19. No instructions have been received for the final disposal of the two Spitfire and one Oxford ex-aircraft. An interesting lecture was given to all Servicing Wing personnel on progressing servicing and representatives from Transport Command arrived towards the end of the month to give detailed advice for the prospected change over to this later system of aircraft maintenance. A number of mail-carrying aircraft from No. 620 Squadron based in the Middle East have been serviced.
Statistics: Serviceability for April, 1946:
Of a cumulative total of 750 Halifax aircraft on charge, 587 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 78.3 per cent.
Aircraft servicing for April, 1946:
Minor inspections: 6
Repairs: 5
Engine changes: 1
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for April, 1946:
The following inspections or repairs have been carried out:
Major inspections: 1
Minor inspections: 4
Major repairs: 1
Minor repairs: 20
Armament Activities during April, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer C.J. MILLER.
(i) Refors aircraft: nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training: On April 2nd, 1946, one aircraft was loaded with a gun, jeep and four containers, and three aircraft were loaded with 13 small bomb containers carrying dummy paratroops. The drop was carried out at NETHERAVON and upon return it was discovered that one aircraft had not dropped any containers from the fuselage station, though the wing stations had been dropped. Upon investigation, it was discovered that the master switch had not been operated by the bomb doors due to a faulty switch. Although this fault had not shown up on the "lights check" before take-off, this was reported to the Electrical Section and remedied.
(iv) Establishments: No remarks.
(v) Visits; This station was visited by the Group Armament Officer on April 10th, 1946, with reference to establishments. A visit was also paid to Squadron Leader HAYES and Flight Lieutenant GARRARD of the Air Ministry with reference to establishment on April 23rd, 1946.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: None.
(vii) General: The Armaments Section is being redecorated by armament personnel.
NOTE: For the training component of armament activities, see Appendix ‘E’.
Appendix ‘E’:
RAF Station Tarrant Rushton, Armament Monthly Record for April, 1946:
Containers dropped: medium level day - nil.
medium level night - nil.
low level day - 34.
low level night - nil.
Bombs dropped: Day - nil.
Night - nil.
Jeeps dropped: Day - 1.
Night - none.
Guns dropped: Day - 1.
Night - none.
Panniers dropped: Day - none.
Night - none.
Rounds fired: Day (air to ground) - none.
Day (air to air) - none.
Day (air to sea) - none.
Night (air to sea) - nil.
Cartridges 12 bore 6 shot rounds: 100.
Rifle firing rounds: nil.
Sten firing rounds: nil.
Pistol and revolver firing rounds: nil.
CCG Exercises: Nil. Films: Nil.
Hand Grenades: None.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton during April, 1946:
April 9th, 1946.
A station inspection was carried out by AOC-in-C Transport Command, Air Marshall COCHRANE, KBE, CB, AFC and AOC No. 38 Group. Air Vice Marshal IVELAW-CHAPMAN, CBE, DFC and AFC also visited.
WAAF Section Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Officer BUTLAND.
April 1st, 1946.
Full WAAF parade and inspection, 20 minutes drill.
April 5th, 1946.
Official visit to Moral Welfare Home, St Monica’s Home in PARKSTONE.
April 8th, 1946.
Local moral welfare officer visit to station; Section Officer CLAPHAM, Air Ministry, establishment visit, WAAF parade and inspection.
April 9th, 1946.
AOC-in-C visit to station.
April 11th, 1946.
WAAF hockey match versus RAF at NETHERAVON. RAF Tarrant Rushton won 5-3. WAAF social evening held in WAAF NAFFI.
April 15th, 1946.
A WAAF parade inspection. Flight Officer CROSSLEY advice and resettlement visit to section.
April 16th, 1946.
Sergeants’ Mess Gala Dance, WAAF invited.
April 17th, 1946.
Station Mess meeting, WAAF attended.
April 19th - 23rd, 1946.
Easter break. Service held on camp on Sunday April 21st, 1946.
April 24th, 1946.
SQ/O (Squadron Officer) COULSON, Advice and Resettlement, Transport Command, visit to WAAF Section. Lecture to all WAAF personnel.
April 25th, 1946.
SQ/O (Squadron Officer) WILSON left Tarrant Rushton.
April 26th, 1946.
Flight Officer BUTLAND proceeded on leave. Section Officer BENEDEK took over command of WAAF Section. Air Women proceeded on domestic science course at BIGGIN HILL.
Meteorological Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer BRADING.
April 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th, 1946.
Fair or fine, visibility moderate, little or no low cloud.
April 5th, 1946.
Continuous rain until 19.00 hours, with 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, falling 200 - 400 feet. Visibility moderate to poor becoming good. Light and variable winds becoming North East 15 - 20 mph.
April 6th & 7th, 1946.
Little or no cloud, visibility moderate to good.
April 8th, 1946.
Drizzle and low cloud in morning, otherwise fair. Good visibility.
April 9th, 10th & 11th, 1946.
Fair, cloud mainly nil or small amounts above 3,000 feet, visibility moderate to good.
April 12th, 1946.
Fog forming at 03.00 hours, visibility becoming moderate to good after 06.00 hours otherwise fair with little cloud.
April 13th, 14th & 15th, 1946.
Mainly fine with moderate to good visibility.
April 16th, 1946.
Low stratus cloud after 02.00 hours dispersing temporarily in the afternoon. Visibility moderate to poor becoming good.
April 17th, 1946.
Low stratus and drizzle until dawn, rain after 15.00 hours, visibility poor becoming moderate to good.
April 18th, 1946.
7/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 2,500 - 3,500 feet becoming small amounts in evening, light North winds becoming North East 20 - 25 mph moderating later.
April 19th & 20th, 1946.
Fine with good visibility.
April 21st, 1946.
8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 4,000 - 5,000 feet becoming small amounts, good visibility, winds North to North West 10 - 15 mph increasing temporarily 20 - 25 mph during the morning.
April 22nd, 1946.
Fine with good visibility, winds North 8 - 12 mph.
April 23rd, 1946.
Cloud nil becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,500 - 3,500 feet. Slight rain in evening, visibility good.
April 24th, 1946.
Slight rain until 03.00 hours, showers in afternoon, mainly 5/10ths - 8/10ths cloud 2,500 - 3,500 feet. Visibility good, winds North West backing South West 10 - 15 mph.
April 25th, 1946.
Rain and very low cloud, visibility moderate to poor, winds South West 20 - 30 mph moderating 10 - 15 mph in the evening.
April 26th, 1946.
Rain until 04.00 hours and after 19.00 hours, 10/10ths cloud cover 800 - 1,200 feet becoming 6/10ths - 9/10ths 1,500 - 2,500 feet. Visibility moderate to good.
April 27th, 1946.
Rain except during morning, visibility moderate mainly 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet.
April 28th, 1946.
Continuous rain or drizzle until 20.00 hours, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud at 600 - 800 feet in precipitation, visibility moderate. Winds East North East to North East 10 - 15 mph becoming light and variable in the evening.
April 29th, 1946.
8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 500 - 700 feet, dispersing after 08.00 hours, visibility poor becoming good.
April 30th, 1946.
Visibility moderate becoming good, mainly small amounts of cloud, light East winds becoming South East 12 - 18 mph in afternoon.
Sports Summary for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer BRABAZON.
Soccer: A Knock-About competition has been going for the last two or three weeks as well as other inter-section games.
Rugby: The season is now over.
Hockey: Mixed matches were played with other stations.
Netball: A WAAFs team played away during the month.
Squash: This is one of the most popular games on the station. The court is often booked right up to the last hour.
Badminton: Has become more popular than ever and is played most days of the week.
Station Strength Return for April, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
Officers: 169 SNCOs: 358 Other Ranks: 922
G.P. Regiment officers: 5 G.P. SNCOs: 50 G.P. Other ranks: 7
(‘N’ Squadron) (‘N’ Sqdrn) (‘N’ Sqdrn)
ACO officers: 1 SNCOs: 1 SNCOs: 7
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Appendix ‘B’ - Station Ration Strength for April, 1946:
RAF officers: 166 SNCOs: 355 Other ranks: 768
WAAF officers: 3 SNCOs: 3 Other ranks: 154
G.P. Regiment officers: 5 G.P. SNCOs: 50 G.P. Other ranks: 7
(‘N’ Squadron) (‘N’ Sqdrn) (‘N’ Sqdrn)
ACO officers: 1 SNCOs: 1 SNCOs: 7
Medical History for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MacDONALD.
April 29th, 1946:
Flight Lieutenant N.M. MacDONALD posted from RAF HONINGTON.
April 30th, 1946:
Flight Lieutenant FRASER posted to RAF POCKLINGTON and left on this day.
Health: The health of personnel remains satisfactory.
Releases: Medical examinations continue to take up a good deal of time. Staff difficulties are aggravated by the prolonged absence of a capable nursing orderly on training for the Victory Parade.
Appendix ‘C’: Units Under Medical Care for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MacDONALD.
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 297 Squadron.
No. 7 Glider Servicing Echelon.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
Entertainments Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer J.W MARSHALL.
Cinema:
April 1st & 2nd, 1946: ‘A Tress Grows in Brooklyn’
April 4th & 5th, 1946: ‘Picture of Dorian Gray’
April 7th, 1946: ‘Ghost Capture’ and ‘Tough as they Come’
April 8th & 9th, 1946: ‘The Real Glory’ and ‘Down Melody Lane’
April 11th & 12th, 1946: ‘The Westerner’
April 14th, 1946: ‘The Adventures of Tom Sawyer’
April 15th & 16th, 1946: ‘Keep Your Powder Dry’ and ‘Fortune Money’
April 18th & 19th, 1946: ‘Weekend at the Waldorf’
April 21st, 1946: ‘Men In her Diary’, ‘Sin Town’ and ‘March of Time No. 13’
April 22nd & 23rd, 1946: ‘Raffles’ and ‘Palmy Day’
April 24th & 25th, 1946: ‘Ladies Courageous’ and ‘Lone Star Trail’
April 28th, 1946: ‘Thank Your Lucky Stars’
April 29th & 30th, 1946: ‘Santa Fe Trail’
Dances:
There was a Sergeants’ Mess dance on April 16th, 1946.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for April, 1946:
Compiled by Lieutenant BOLTMAN.
During the month of April, we completed Hamilcar conversion comprising of 101.30 (101 and a half) hours and 261 lifts. Also during this period, we did 24 Horsa lifts totalling 5.30 (five and a half) hours and 41 hours ‘link’. As well as flying, we completed a military training programme.
Passenger and Freight Section for April, 1946 - Traffic Return:
Appendix ‘F’:
Outwards from RAF Tarrant Rushton: no mail, no newspapers, 18 passengers and 26,050 (lbs?) of freight.
To RAF Tarrant Rushton: 43,027 items of mail, no newspapers, 23 passengers and no freight.
General Education Scheme for April, 1946:
Compiled Flight Lieutenant MARTIN.
Appendix ‘D’:
Forces Preliminary Examinations:
English, 24 classes, average attendance 20.
Maths, 32 classes, average attendance 20.
Advanced maths, 8 classes, average attendance 5.
General knowledge, 8 classes, average attendance 20.
French, 8 classes, average attendance 6.
Economics, 8 classes, average attendance 5.
War Education Examinations:
English, 8 classes, average attendance 12.
Maths, 8 classes, average attendance 12.
General knowledge, 8 classes, average attendance 12.
Additional subjects:
Shorthand, 16 classes, average attendance 4.
German, 4 classes, average attendance 3.
There were 1,670 attendants at the Civic Classes. Attendance improved during the latter end of the month. One class is held each day between 13.30 hours and 14.30 hours. Five classes are held each day between 16.00 hours and 17.00 hours.
Lectures were given and discussions held on the following subjects:
The Citizen and the Home
Parliamentary Procedure and Current Affairs
Vocational subjects:
Woodwork, 64 classes, average attendance 15.
Leatherwork, 8 classes, average attendance 10.
Household repairs, 40 classes, average attendance 6.
Dancing, 16 classes, average attendance 20.
Regular attendance has been made at the Bournemouth Municipal College where instruction in the following courses have been given: English, French, German, maths, book-keeping, shorthand typing, surveying and general science.
Approximate number of attendances during the month of April, 1946, was 174.
Play Reading Circle: Five plays have been read during the month. Five visits to the Bournemouth theatre were arranged by the Play Reading Circle.
Music Circle: There have been nine meetings of the Music Circle. More interest has been shown in this activity and membership has doubled.
Operations Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by: not filled in.
May 1st, 1946.
The first No. 620 Squadron training flight aircraft arrived from CASTEL BENITO. A normal flying programme was completed and three aircraft flew night cross country flights.
May 2nd, 1946.
Weather conditions in the early evening resulted in the postponement of glider towing but improvements permitted a full flying programme of night cross country flights.
May 3rd, 1946.
The first of the No. 644 Squadron training flight aircraft landed from CASTEL BENITO. A full programme of glider towing and continuation training was completed.
May 4th, 1946.
Two aircraft from No. 620 Squadron were despatched to BORDEAUX en route for CASTEL BENITO carrying the slip crews who had formed the last of the squadron detachment at Tarrant Rushton. A morning programme of local flying was completed and the weekend stand-down commenced.
May 5th, 1946.
Stand-down. Dominie aircraft gave air experience to cadets of the ATC.
May 6th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XXV’ - A supply-dropping demonstration was postponed because of unfavourable weather conditions. Morning flying was cancelled but glider towing and continuation training was carried out during the afternoon.
May 7th, 1946.
The flying programme was restricted by poor weather to local training flights and night flying was cancelled.
May 8th, 1946.
Adverse weather conditions persisted and all flying was cancelled. A dummy run for ‘EXERCISE BLACKBALL’, a gun and jeep drop, was postponed.
May 9th, 1946.
The Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group landed in the morning for flight clearance to the Middle East and India, and took off after this had been obtained. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO and a normal flying programme was completed. The dummy run for ‘EXERCISE BLACKBALL’ was carried out successfully.
May 10th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO.’EXERCISE SAMDROP V’, a container, gun and jeep drop for the students of AATDC was completed satisfactorily.
May 11th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Glider towing and continuation training occupied the morning prior to the weekend stand-down.
May 12th, 1946.
Stand-down.
May 13th, 1946.
There was a programme of local training flights in the morning and a full programme of glider towing and continuation training in the afternoon. Three aircraft flew night cross-countries.
May 14th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. There was Hamilcar and Horsa towing during the day and a normal training programme.
May 15th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron arrived from CASTEL BENITO. A normal flying programme was completed but night flying was cancelled because of widespread thunder conditions.
May 16th, 1946.
One Halifax-Horsa combination was despatched to RAF CRANWELL for ‘EXERCISE DUNSTAN’, a demonstration in aid of St Dunstan’s Hospital. This returned in the evening. Glider towing and continuation training was carried out by the squadron.
May 17th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. Weather conditions permitted only local towing and training flights.
May 18th, 1946.
The morning programme of glider towing and local flying was completed prior to the weekend stand-down.
May 19th, 1946.
Stand-down.
May 20th, 1946.
Adverse weather resulted in the cancellation of all morning flying. In the afternoon, local glider towing and continuation training was carried out. Four aircraft completed night cross-country flights.
May 21st, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Weather conditions restricted flying to local Hamilcar towing and local continuation flying. Night flying was cancelled. A Dominie aircraft from HESTON conveyed a hospital patient to DONCASTER.
May 22nd, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO and one of No. 644 Squadron’s aircraft was despatched there. An all-flying programme as carried out.
May 23rd, 1946.
Owing to a change of crews, it was necessary to carry out another dummy run for ‘EXERCISE BLACKBALL’. This was done successfully. Day flying was normal but night flying was cancelled because of deteriorating weather.
May 24th, 1946.
Local cross-country towing with continuation training flights comprised today’s programme.
May 25th, 1946.
Morning flying programme of glider towing and asymmetric flying details. Weekend stand-down commenced.
May 26th, 1946.
A York aircraft was diverted to Tarrant Rushton on an ISTRES to LYNEHAM flight but was able to proceed to LYNEHAM when the weather improved. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from ISTRES.
May 27th, 1946.
Adverse weather caused a cancellation of all flying throughout the day.
May 28th, 1946.
Poor weather during the morning restricted flying to local towing. One aircraft was despatched on ‘EXERCISE BIGBULL XII’. Area rehearsal flight for the Victory flypast. The weather deteriorated towards the evening and all night flying was cancelled.
May 29th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XXV’ was successfully carried out by four aircraft. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Halifax with Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group landed from ISTRES for clearance and then proceeded to EARLS COLNE. A programme of glider towing and continuation training was carried out.
May 30th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE BLACKBULL’ was successfully completed and three aircraft practised formation flying over the route of the Victory flypast. A full flying programme was completed by the squadron.
May 31st, 1946.
Three aircraft were despatched to GERMANY for demonstration ‘MENGEN’, a demonstration of airborne equipment. One aircraft went unserviceable in flight and landed at MANSTON. The other two aircraft landed at COLOGNE and returned from there to base when weather conditions caused the cancellation of the demonstration.
Navigation Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader WHITE.
During May, the task of reorganising this section received first consideration. By the end of the month, this was largely completed. Standard briefing notes have been produced for all types of flying carried out from this station and the briefing staff of this section and of the squadron instructed in their use. In this way it is hoped that the standard of briefing will be materially improved and brought into Transport Command procedure.
On the domestic side, painting and redecorating of the station navigation office was completed by the end of the month. A start was made on the briefing room and new maps have been completed for briefing connected with squadron training. The growth of administration work on this section necessitated one change of policy during the month. Hither to, all briefings of whatever description have been carried out by this section.
With the small staff available, and with the introduction of this squadron’s continuation training programme, it was found impossible to continue with this system. It was decided to hand over to No. 297 Squadron responsibility for briefings required for squadron training flying. Routing and the maintenance of provision of all relevant information remains the responsibility of the SHQ (Station Headquarters) section. The briefings for all aircraft departing for overseas and all station commitments will, as before, be carried out by this section. To date, this system has worked very well.
During the month, briefings for and despatches of nine aircraft of No. 620 Squadron and No. 644 Squadron were performed. In addition, planning and briefing for the following station exercises were carried out:
‘EXERCISE BLACKBALL’,
‘EXERCSIE DEMON XV’,
‘EXERCISE DEMON XVI’,
‘EXERCISE DUNSTAN’,
‘DEMONSTRATION MENGEN’ cancelled owing to adverse weather,
‘EXERCISE SANDROP V’,
‘EXERCISE BIGBULL’, a rehearsal for Victory Day flypast.
Postings in:
May 11th, 1946.
Flight Lieutenant BARRON from ANS SHAWBURY.
Postings out:
Flying Officer KEEDY to No. 100 PDC for release.
History of the Servicing Wing for May, 1946:
Compiled by Wing Commander WEBSTER.
During May, the flying hour total for the month showed a further increase, though much shorter than the 1,000 hour target. Halifax aircraft completed 586 and three quarter hours while the gliders flew 180 and a half hours with 352 tows. The Station Flight total was 54 hours and 20 minutes. The Halifax and Hamilcar strengths remain the same as on April 30th, 1946, but a forced landing reduced the Horsa II glider strength to 23. Disposal for two Spitfire and one Oxford aircraft has still not been effected. Halifax aircraft are now being maintained under the progressive servicing system and a progress office has been established. A number of aircraft en route for the Middle East have been serviced. On May 30th, 1946, a small detachment was flown to GERMANY in connection with ‘EXERCISE MANGAN’.
Statistics: Serviceability for May, 1946:
Of a cumulative total of 775 Halifax aircraft on charge, 534 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 69 per cent.
Aircraft servicing for May, 1946:
Minor inspections: 1
Base inspections: 6
Repairs: 3
Engine changes: 3
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for May, 1946:
The following inspections or repairs have been carried out:
Major inspections: 1
Minor inspections: 22
Major repairs: 2
Minor repairs: 32
Armament Activities Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer C. J. MILLER.
(i) Refors aircraft: nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training: ‘EXERCISE DEMON XV’ - two aircraft loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each, five aircraft with 13 containers each. This exercise planned for May 6th, 1946, was postponed until May 9th, 1946. All aircraft were "de-bombed" and "bombed up" again. The exercise was carried out successfully, consisting of one aircraft dropping a gun and jeep, and three aircraft dropping 13 containers each at OLD SARUM.
‘EXERCISE SANDROP V’ - Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each. This exercise was successfully carried out on May 10th, 1946, at NETHERAVON.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XVI’ - Two aircraft loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each, also five aircraft loaded with 13 containers each. This exercise planned for May 7th, 1946, has been postponed until May 29th, 1946, owing to inclement weather.
During the month, 52 aircrew have fired the .38 revolver on the 25 yard range, and 46 NCOs and other ranks have fired the rifle.
(iv) Establishments: Whilst the establishment is adequate, the strength of armament personnel on this station has fallen to such an extent that it is becoming increasingly difficult to cope with normal routine work and the extra work involved by increasing gun, jeep and containers dropping. This applies especially to No. 4297 Servicing Eschelon which has a strength now of two Senior NCOs, two corporals and 15 ACs (aircraftsmen). When it is considered that it takes a crew of six men three hours to load one gun and jeep into the bomb bay of a Halifax aircraft, and that normally two guns and jeeps have to be loaded up for each exercise, it can be seen that this would have five men available to carry out minor and major inspections on aircraft, modifications, routine armoury work, EVT, civics lectures, fatigues, leave etc.
(v) Visits; Nil.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: Nil.
(vii) General: During the month, 487 Sten Carbines surplus to requirements were returned to MU (Maintenance Unit). Nine aircraft from overseas were off-loaded and loaded freight with panniers.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for May, 1946: Nil.
WAAF Section Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Officer BUTLAND.
May 2nd, 1946.
WAAF social evening.
May 7th, 1946.
Netball match at NETHERAVON.
May 9th, 1946.
WAAF social evening.
May 13th, 1946.
Parade and inspection.
May 15th, 1946.
All ranks dance, WAAF invited.
May 16th, 1946.
Squadron Officer WARREN visited and inspected WAAF site and rest rooms.
May 21st, 1946.
Parade and inspection.
May 23rd, 1946.
WAAF social evening.
May 29th, 1946.
Section Officer BENEDEK proceeded to BRIZE NORTON on temporary duty. Flight Officer TOOP - DPM - visited on liaison duty.
May 31st, 1946.
Parade inspection.
Meteorological Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. JENKINS.
May 1st, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, little or no cloud, visibility moderate to good, East South East wind 5 - 10 mph increasing 15 - 20 mph during the day.
May 2nd, 1946.
Cloudy, rain at first, mainly 6/10ths - 8/10ths cloud 4,000 - 5,000 feet, visibility moderate to good, winds East North East 12 - 18 mph.
May 3rd, 1946.
Cloudy, rain at first, 8/10ths - 10/10th stratus cloud at 800 - 1,000 feet around dawn otherwise little low cloud. Visibility moderate to good, East North East wind 12 - 18 mph.
May 4th, 1946.
Little or no cloud, visibility good, wind North East 20 - 25 mph falling off after dusk.
May 5th, 1946.
Similar but with wind remaining at 15 - 20 mph.
May 6th, 1946.
Rain around dawn, visibility good, cloud becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,500 - 2,50 feet in rain, lifting to 3,000 - 4,000 feet, winds North East 15 - 25 mph.
May 7th, 1946.
Intermittent rain after dusk, cloud mainly above 5,000 feet at first falling 1,500 - 2,500 feet in rain, visibility good, winds East North East 20 - 30 mph moderating 15 - 20 mph.
May 8th, 1946.
Rain with thunder and lightning, changing to drizzle until midday, visibility moderate to good, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, lowering 600 - 800 feet, lifting in afternoon.
May 9th, 1946.
Visibility good, little low cloud, East North East winds 15 - 20 mph.
May 10th, 1946.
Visibility good, little low cloud, East North East winds 15 - 20 mph.
May 11th, 1946.
Visibility good, little low cloud at first becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 4,000 - 5,000 feet after dusk, East North East winds 15 - 25 mph.
May 12th, 1946.
Visibility good, little low cloud, East North East winds 12 - 18 mph.
May 13th, 1946.
Similar but wind 18 - 25 mph during the day.
May 14th, 1946.
Visibility good, little cloud, becoming 7/10ths - 9/10ths 4,000 - 5,000 feet after dusk. North wind 15 - 20 mph falling light after dusk.
May 15th, 1946.
Occasional showers, little low cloud at first becoming 5/10ths - 8/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility good.
May 16th, 1946.
Cloud 6,000 feet maintaining 3/10ths - 6/10ths at 2,500 feet and 3,500 feet, light North wind backing West, visibility good.
May 17th, 1946.
Intermittent rain after dusk, little low cloud at first becoming 4/10ths - 6/10ths 2,000 - 2,500 feet, increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths in rain, visibility good, light and variable winds at first becoming South East 10- 15 mph.
May 18th, 1946.
Continuous rain at first, visibility good, cloud 6/10ths - 8/10ths 1,500 - 2,00 feet, winds East South East 12 - 18 mph.
May 19th, 1946.
Continuous rain until 10.00 hours, visibility moderate to good, cloud 7/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet falling 800 - 1,000 feet in rain becoming small amounts in afternoon.
May 20th, 1946.
Intermittent rain or showers during morning and after dusk, cloud falling to 1,000 - 1,500 feet in rain with patches below otherwise mainly 5/10ths - 8/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet. Winds East 8 - 12 mph becoming South 20 - 25 mph during afternoon and moderating after dusk. Visibility good.
May 21st, 1946.
Cloud 6/10ths - 8/10ths 1,500 - 2,500 feet, visibility good, winds South South West light increasing 15 - 20 mph during the afternoon.
May 22nd, 1946.
Fog forming around dawn, otherwise good visibility, 4/10ths - 6/10ths cloud 2,000 feet dispersing after dusk, calm or light South West winds.
May 23rd, 1946.
Little low cloud, good visibility, calm or light and variable winds.
May 24th, 1946.
Intermittent rain during evening, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 200 - 400 feet, forming after 06.00 hours soon lifting and breaking later 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 feet, falling 600 - 1,000 feet in rain, visibility moderate, wind calm becoming North East 8 -12 mph.
May 25th, 1946.
Little low cloud becoming 4/10ths - 6/10ths 2,500 - 3,500 feet, visibility good, winds East North East 15 - 20 mph.
May 26th, 1946.
Intermittent rain or drizzle during the morning and evening, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 4,000 - 5,000 feet falling 600 - 800 feet, visibility good becoming moderate, North North East winds 10 - 15 mph falling calm.
May 27th, 1946.
Intermittent rain or drizzle during morning and evening, 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 1,000 - 1,500 feet falling 400 - 600 feet in rain, visibility poor becoming moderate, wind calm becoming South West 20 - 25 mph during the afternoon.
May 28th, 1946.
Continuous rain during morning, 7/10ths - 9/10ths cloud 600 - 1,000 feet in rain otherwise small amounts of low cloud, moderate visibility in rain otherwise good, winds South 12 - 18 mph.
May 29th, 1946.
Good visibility, small amounts of cloud.
May 30th, 1946.
Intermittent drizzle during morning and evening, mainly 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 1,500 - 2,000 feet, falling 600 - 1,000 feet in drizzle. Visibility good, wind calm becoming South 12 - 18 mph.
May 31st, 1946.
Continuous rain during the afternoon, cloud becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,500 feet after dawn, lowering 300 - 600 feet in rain, visibility good except in rain, winds South West 8 - 12 mph increasing 25 - 30 mph.
Sports Summary for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BRABAZON.
Soccer: The station knock-about competition was brought to a finish on Thursday May 16th, 1946. The cup was presented to the station commander and savings stamps were presented to the winning team.
Rugby: The season is now over.
Netball: A WAAF team played away during the month.
Squash: Still continues to be as popular as ever. The court is often booked right up to the day in advance.
Cricket: The station cricket team has played four matches and won two. In the inter-sections knock-out competition, they were beaten by eight runs. Four of the team played for No. 38 Group against No. 47 Group. Practise in the nets takes place every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evening.
Basketball: Quite a number of games have been played during the last month.
Badminton: Still remains a very popular game and is played quite a lot inspite of the warm weather.
Station Strength Return for May, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
Officers: 125 SNCOs: 375 Other Ranks: 3,787
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Appendix ‘B’ - Station Ration Strength for May, 1946:
RAF officers: 116 SNCOs: 301 Other ranks: 621
WAAF officers: 2 SNCOs: 2 Other ranks: 151
G.P. Regiment officers: 6 G.P. SNCOs: 71 G.P. Other ranks: 8
(‘N’ Squadron) (‘N’ Sqdrn) (‘N’ Sqdrn)
ACO officers: 1 SNCOs: 1 SNCOs: 7
Medical History for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MacDONALD.
The health of the personnel continues to be very satisfactory.
Air Evacuation:
One patient, a soldier, was evacuated from Tarrant Rushton to DONCASTER as a stretcher case.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’: Units Under Medical Care for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MacDONALD.
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 297 Squadron.
No. 7 Glider Servicing Echelon.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
Entertainments Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer J. W. MARSHALL.
Cinema - the films were:
May 3rd, 1945 - ‘The Great Lie’
May 5th, 1945 - ‘Tawney Pippitt’ & ‘Madame Spy’
May 6th & 7th, 1945 - ‘They Died With Their Boots On’
May 9th & 10th, 1945 - ‘Western Approaches’ & ‘The End of the Road’
May 12th, 1945 - ‘Waterloo Bridge’
May 13th & 14th, 1945 - ‘Destiny’ & ‘Frozen Ghosts’
May 16th & 17th, 1945 - ‘The Suspect’ & ‘Moon Over Las Vegas’
May 19th, 1945 - ‘The Hard Way’
May 20th & 21st, 1945 - ‘Dark Victory’
May 23rd & 24th, 1945 - ‘Conspirators’
May 26th, 1945 - ‘Princess O’Rourke’
May 27th & 28th, 1945 - ‘True Glory’ & ‘The Buses Raw’
May 30th & 31st, 1945 - ‘Perfect Strangers’
Dances:
May 15th, 1945 - all-ranks dance.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for May, 1946:
Compiled by Captain GLATMAN.
Throughout the month of May, the glider pilot detachment has completed 190 hours of gliding and 27 hours and ten minutes of Tiger Moth flying. This included a trip to a display at CRANWELL. Captain CRANMER has taken over command of No. 12 Flight from Captain COLE. Both flights have also completed a month’s full military training programme.
Passenger and Freight Section for May, 1946 - Traffic Return:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant D. MAINWARING.
Appendix ‘E’:
Outwards from RAF Tarrant Rushton: no mail, 28 passengers and 25,098 (lbs?) of freight.
Inwards to RAF Tarrant Rushton: 42,507 items of mail, 67 newspapers, 2,007 (lbs?) freight.
General Education Scheme for May, 1946:
Compiled Flight Lieutenant MARTEN.
Appendix ‘D’:
(i) Station Reference and Textbooks Library:
500 volumes on charge, average issues for the month 240.
(ii) Education Classes held on this station:
General Knowledge - Instructor Sergeant LOWNIE, course length six months, average attendance 50 RAF and 2 WAAF per week.
Mathematics (advanced) - Instructor Sergeant SYMMONDS, average attendance per week 5 RAF and no WAAF.
Mathematics (intermediate) - Instructor Flight Lieutenant MARTEN, course length six months, average attendance per week 32 RAF and 1 WAAF.
Mathematics (elementary) - Instructor Sergeant SYMMONDS, average attendance per week 12 RAF and 2 WAAF.
English (intermediate) - Instructor Sergeant CREAMER, average attendance per week 32 RAF and 1 WAAF.
English (elementary) - Instructor Sergeant SYMONDS, course length six months, average attendance per week 12 RAF and 1 WAAF.
French - Instructor Sergeant STEPHENS, average attendance per week 10 RAF and no WAAF.
Shorthand & Book-keeping - Instructor LAC BANFORD, course length three months, average attendance per week 5 RAF and 2 WAAF.
General Science - Instructor Flight Lieutenant MARTEN, average attendance per week 1 RAF and no WAAF.
Economics - Instructor Sergeant CREAMER, average attendance per week 4 RAF and no WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 100 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College. Instruction given in German, English, typewriting, French and biology.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Nil.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office Correspondence Courses - two RAF applications submitted but no WAAF.
War Office Correspondence Courses - one RAF enrolment but no WAAF.
Two RAF but no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
Two RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 145 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: One other rank (ballroom dancing).
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: three officers and seven other ranks.
(ix) No films were shown.
(x) Remarks: (i) The average attendance in Civics was 70 per cent of the station’s strength during the month, showing a great improvement.
(ii) The attendances at the woodwork classes have increased and there is a consistent attendance at the domestic science class.
(iii) The weekly visit of the drama class to BOURNEMOUTH is well supported and the Play Reading Circle is flourishing.
(iv) A room has been set aside each evening as a listening room and the Music Circle has increased in number.
(v) The Chess Club recently formed has had no enthusiastic support.
(vi) Dancing classes continue to be popular with RAF and WAAF personnel.
Operations Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by: not filled in.
June 1st, 1946.
Two aircraft despatched to the continent for ‘EXERCISE MENGEN’ returned to base on cancellation of this exercise and one from MANSTON where it has been unserviceable. Morning programme of local towing and asymmetric flying was carried out prior to the weekend stand-down.
June 2nd, 1946.
Stand-down. No flying.
June 3rd, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 640 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Four aircraft
were engaged on glider ferrying from COSFORD to SEALAND, five gliders being moved. A normal programme of local towing and of continuation training was carried out. Four aircraft were engaged on local night flying.
June 4th, 1946.
Poor weather conditions persisted and caused cancellation of the flying programmes. ‘EXERCISE WHITEBULL’, a rehearsal for the Victory flypast, took place in the late afternoon but the original number of three aircraft was reduced to one.
June 5th, 1946.
The weather during the morning remained poor and all flying, including glider disposal from COSFORD and SEALAND, was cancelled. A normal flying programme was completed during the afternoon and one aircraft flew on ‘EXERCISE BLACKBULL’. One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron arrived from ISTRES where it had been diverted on CASTEL BENITO to Tarrant Rushton run.
June 6th, 1946.
Four aircraft flew on ‘EXERCISE WORKOUT’, the final rehearsal for the Victory flypast. There was a morning programme of local towing and continuation flying prior to the Whitsun stand-down.
June 7th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO.
June 8th, 1946.
Weather conditions were very poor but four aircraft took part in the Victory flypast which was successful. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO but returned to Tarrant Rushton unserviceable.
June 9th, 1946.
There was no flying.
June 10th, 1946.
No flying.
June 11th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron and one aircraft of No. 644 Squadron were despatched to CASTEL BENITO. A programme of Horsa towing was carried out in the afternoon but night flying was cancelled because of failing weather. One Halifax-Horsa combination was despatched to LEUCHARS en route for DYCE for ‘DEMONSTRATION BEAVER’.
June 12th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. ‘EXERCISE BEAVER’ was completed at DYCE and the normal procedure of glider towing, asymmetric flying etc. carried out.
June 13th, 1946.
Four aircraft successfully completed ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXVII’. The aircraft returned from DYCE and a normal day flying programme was completed.
June 14th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. No flying.
June 15th, 1946.
Morning programme of glider towing and asymmetric flying was completed prior to the weekend stand-down.
June 16th, 1946.
Stand-down.
June 17th, 1946.
To aircraft were engaged on glider disposal from COSFORD to SEALAND and two from BRIZE NORTON to SEALAND. Poor weather caused night flying cancellation. A normal day programme was completed.
June 18th, 1946.
One Hamilcar was ferried from BRIZE NORTON to LYNEHAM, three Horsas from there to SEALAND and four Horsas from COSFORD to SEALAND. Normal day flying.
June 19th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron arrived from CASTEL BENITO, a full programme of glider towing and continuation training was completed.
June 20th, 1946.
A normal programme of day flying was completed.
June 21st, 1946.
No flying. One aircraft from No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO.
June 22nd, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. A morning programme of glider towing was completed and the weekend stand-down commenced.
June 23rd, 1946.
Stand-down.
June 24th, 1946.
QBZ conditions persisted until 11.00 hours but a normal programme was possible in the afternoon.
June 25th, 1946.
One Halifax-Hamilcar and one Halifax-Horsa combination was despatched to FARNBOROUGH for a demonstration, and one aircraft to NETHERAVON for an engineering demonstration. Local Horsa towing and asymmetric flying was carried out.
June 26th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. Two aircraft were despatched on ‘DEMONSTRATION BEAVER’ - a paratroop, jeep and gun drop - and a programme of local towing and asymmetric flying completed.
June 27th, 1946.
Inspection of the station by the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group.
June 28th, 1946.
Two aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE SANDROP VI’ and a full programme of local and cross-country glider flying, GEE and asymmetric and GCA practise was carried out.
June 29th, 1946.
A programme of local towing was completed prior to the commencement of the weekend stand-down.
June 30th, 1946.
One aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE BADGER’, a paratroop demonstration for Army Cadets at HOCKLEY HEATH. No other flying.
Navigation Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader V.J. WHITE.
At the beginning of June, the task of re-organisation of this section was completed and up to date information is now available for briefings for all continental sorties and trunk route flying between the UK and Palestine, together with facility and serviceability ability information on all airfield likely to be used by aircraft departing overseas from this station. The station briefing room received prime consideration during the remainder of the month and new briefings maps have been constructed covering all areas between the UK and the Middle East.
The greatest problem of the month was to find sufficient personnel to carry out the planned programme but this was largely overcome by the excellent co-operation received from the Glider Pilot Regiment and No. 297 Squadron who supplied the men to carry out the painting and redecorating involved. During the month, the inspections of the section were carried out by Wing Commander ANGELL (Ops.1.HQ. No. 38 Group) on June 21st, 1946 and Squadron Leader COLLINS (Group Navigation Officer) on June 20th, 1946.
Following a request for reconsideration, the establishment for this section of one squadron leader only, this section was also visited by Group Captain MERMAGEN (SASO, HQ. No. 38 Group). One June 27th, 1946, the briefing room was visited by the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group in the course of his annual inspection of this station.
Overseas aircraft: Briefings and despatches of nine aircraft of No. 644 and No. 620 Squadrons were carried out, these aircraft being engaged on a training schedule between the UK and the Middle East.
Exercises and Demonstrations: Planning and briefing for the following exercises and demonstrations were carried out during the month:
‘EXERCISE BLACKBULL’ - June 5th, 1946.
The rehearsal for the Victory Day flypast.
‘EXERCISE WORKOUT’ - June 6th, 1946.
The rehearsal for the Victory Day flypast which took place on June 8th, 1946,
‘DEMONSTRATION TARTAN’ - June 11th & 12th, 1946.
A demonstration of airborne equipment at DYCE.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XXVII’ - June 13th, 1946.
A demonstration drop of containers, jeep and gun at OLD SARUM.
‘DEMONSTRATION FARNBOROUGH’ - June 25th, 1946.
A ground demonstration of airborne equipment at FARNBOROUGH.
‘DEMONSTRATION BEAVER’ - June 26th, 1946.
A demonstration drop of paratroops, jeep and gun at DIGBY.
‘EXERCISE SAMDROP VI’ - June 28th, 1946.
A demonstration jeep and gun drop on the Divisional DZ at NETHERVON.
‘DEMONSTRATION BADGER’ - June 30th, 1946.
A demonstration and paratroop drop at HOCKLEY HEATH.
Postings Out:
June 3rd, 1946.
Flight Lieutenant LANGTON to No. 100 PDC for release.
History of the Servicing Wing for June, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader S.W. SEARLE.
The flying total for June, 1946, fell to 327 and a quarter Halifax hours as various administrative commitments and the Whitsun stand-down period reduced the number of flying days. The Station Flight aircraft flew 32 hours, the glider total was 45 hours involving 133 tows. One Halifax was in readiness for transfer from the station though the strength remained at 25 aircraft and the Station Flight and Hamilcar strengths were the same as before. One Horsa glider was transferred to RAF DYCE, leaving a total of 22. More servicing operations have been carried out on training aircraft from the Middle East Command.
Statistics: Serviceability for June, 1946:
Of a cumulative total of 750 Halifax aircraft on charge, 411 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 55 per cent.
Aircraft servicing for June, 1946:
Base inspections: 2
Repairs: 3
Engine changes: 2
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for June, 1946:
The following inspections or repairs have been carried out:
Minor inspections: 8
Minor repairs: 31
Engine changes: 3
Armament Activities Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer C. J. MILLER.
(i) Refors aircraft: nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training:
(a) ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXVI’ - June 29th, 1946. Two aircraft were loaded with guns and jeeps and four containers each, also five aircraft of 13 containers each. This exercise was carried out and the drop was successful with the exception of one container aircraft which failed to release owing to a cracked solder joint on the firing switch giving an intermittent failure which did not show up on the ground test before take-off.
(b) ‘EXERCISE BLACKBALL - June 30th, 1946. Two aircraft were loaded with jeeps, guns and four containers each and the exercise was successfully carried out.
(c) ‘EXERCISE MENGEN’ - June 1st, 1946. One aircraft was loaded with a gun, jeep and four containers and one aircraft was loaded with 13 containers for this exercise to be carried out over GERMANY. The aircraft took off but the exercise was cancelled due to inclement weather.
(d) ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXVII’ - June 14th, 1946. Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each. Also six aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. This exercise was carried out and the drop was successful.
(e) ‘EXERCISE BEAVER’ - June 26th, 1946. Two aircraft were loaded with gun, jeep and four containers each, and two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. This exercise was successfully carried out at DIGBY.
During the month, 23 aircrew fired the .38 revolver and 76 NCOs and other ranks fired the .303 rifle.
(iv) Establishment: No. 4297 Servicing Echelon (S.E.) armaments section are still working well under establishment of a total of 12 NCOs and airmen being reduced to bring the strength up to establishment.
(v) Visits: This station was visited by the Group Armament Officer on June 20th and 21st, 1946, in connection with the AOC’s inspection.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: Nil.
(vii) General: During the month, nine aircraft from overseas were off-loaded and loaded with freight panniers.
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton during June, 1946:
June 27th, 1946.
Visit of Air Vice Marshal R. IVELAW-CHAPMAN, CBE, DFC, AFC, for annual inspection.
WAAF Section Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Officer BUTLAND.
June 3rd, 1946.
WAAF parade and inspection. Local welfare officer visited WAAF section.
June ,13th 1946.
Section Officer BENEDEK ceased to be attached to RAF BRIZE NORTON.
June 18th, 1946.
Squadron Officer WARREN inspected WAAF site and working sections. WAAF invited to VAD dance at SHAFTESBURY.
June 27th, 1946.
AOC visited WAAF site.
Meteorological Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer JENKINS.
June 1st, 1946.
Cloudy, intermittent rain until 06.00 hours becoming fair then showery. Continuous rain 20.00 hours, winds South West 20 - 25 mph. Visibility good.
June 2nd, 1946.
Fine becoming showery by 08.00 hours, fair in the evening, good visibility, West wind 20 - 25 mph decreasing 10 - 15 mph.
June 3rd, 1946.
Low stratus cloud until 06.00 hours becoming fair, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet, good visibility, winds West North West 10 - 15 mph becoming 15 - 20 mph.
June 4th, 1946.
Cloudy, low stratus from 08.00 hours, rain and drizzle 11.00 hours to 24.00 hours, poor visibility, South West winds 25 mph.
June 5th, 1946.
Continued low stratus, drizzle and bad visibility until 12.00 hours to 13.00 hours, becoming fair then cloudy with low stratus 1,000 feet at 18.00 hours, visibility improving 5 - 10 miles, South West winds 20 - 25 mph.
June 6th, 1946.
Fair to cloudy, moderate visibility, South West to West winds 15 - 20 mph, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet becoming fine in the evening.
June 7th, 1946.
Fine with good visibility becoming cloudy 09.00 hours, winds light and variable falling calm.
June 8th, 1946.
Cloudy, periods of intermittent rain until 16.00 hours, cloud base falling 800 - 1,000 feet, visibility falling to moderate, wind North 10 - 15 mph becoming fine at night.
June 9th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, cloud base 2,000 feet falling well below 1,000 feet in drizzle, visibility good becoming poor.
June 10th, 1946.
Cloudy, intermittent rain and drizzle until 07.00 hours, low stratus, visibility becoming good, cloud base 2,000 feet becoming fair at night. Wind West North West 20 - 30 mph.
June 11th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy with intermittent rain until 09.00 hours, showery in the evening, good visibility, cloud base above 2,500 feet, South West winds 8 - 12 mph.
June 12th, 1946.
Cloudy, showers in afternoon and evening, good visibility becoming fine at night. Wind light North.
June 13th, 1946.
Fine, becoming fair and showery, good visibility, wind North West 10 mph becoming fair at night.
June 14th, 1946.
Cloudy, intermittent rain from midday, continuous drizzle and low stratus, visibility good becoming poor, winds South West 10 mph.
June 15th, 1946.
Cloudy, drizzle until 09.00 hours, showery in the afternoon, cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility poor becoming good. Winds West 10 - 15 mph.
June 16th, 1946.
Cloudy, intermittent drizzle, cloud base mostly well below 1,000 feet, visibility mostly good, winds South West 10 - 15 mph.
June 17th, 1946.
Cloudy, good visibility, cloud base 2,000 - 3,000 feet becoming around 18.00 hours, continuous drizzle, moderate to poor visibility, cloud base very low.
June 18th, 1946.
Cloudy with drizzle, improving 04.00 hours to fair, good visibility, cloud base 2,000 - 3,000 feet, showers in afternoon and evening. Wind West 20 - 30 mph gusty.
June 19th, 1946.
Cloudy, showers during the morning becoming fair and fine a night, good visibility, North West winds 20 mph falling 5 - 10 mph.
June 20th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy with frequent showers, occasional thunder. Good visibility, winds West 5 - 10 mph.
June 21st, 1946.
Fair to cloudy, good visibility, cloud base 2,500 - 3,500 feet, North winds 10 - 15 mph.
June 22nd, 1946.
Fine becoming cloudy at 08.00 hours, good visibility, winds North West 5 - 10 mph.
June 23rd, 1946.
Fog becoming low stratus lifting to 1,500 feet by noon and then 2,000 feet. Visibility improving to good, wind variable 5 - 10 mph.
June 24th, 1946.
Low stratus until 15.00 hours, dispersing to fine conditions. Good visibility, winds North West 10 mph.
June 25th, 1946.
Fine becoming cloudy by 08.00 hours, cloud base 2,000 feet, good visibility, cloud lowering to 1,000 feet by 18.00 hours. Rain continuous, bad visibility, winds South West 10 mph backing South East 5 - 10 mph.
June 26th, 1946.
Rain until 05.00 hours becoming cloudy with showers, cloud base 2,000 feet, good visibility, North West winds 15 mph.
June 27th, 1946.
Cloudy, base 2,000 feet, continuous rain from 15.00 hours with low stratus, visibility good falling moderate to poor, winds South West 20 - 25 mph.
June 28th, 1946.
Rain until dawn becoming cloudy, cloud base 2,000 feet, good visibility, West South West winds 15 - 20 mph falling 5 - 10 mph.
June 29th, 1946.
Cloudy, cloud base 1,500 - 2,000 feet, falling below 1,000 feet by midnight, visibility good becoming moderate. Winds South West 20 mph, falling 15 - 20 mph.
June 30th, 1946.
Low stratus all day, intermittent drizzle, moderate visibility, winds South West 10 - 15 mph.
Sports Summary for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BRABAZON.
Soccer: As the cricket season is well on its way, little or no soccer has been played on the station.
Cricket: The station cricket team have played quite a number of matches during the last month, some in the afternoon and some in the evening. A number of practise games have been played between sections.
Swimming: About 38 people go to swimming every Wednesday to Stokewood Road Baths.
Squash: Played quite a lot on the station, afternoons and evenings.
Badminton: A very popular game but the standard of play is not very high.
Basketball: Quite a number of people play during the evening.
Gym Work: The gymnasium is crowded every night during the week with the exception of the weekend. Weight lifting seems to be the craze at the moment, also sparring and punch ball work.
Station Strength Return for June, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
Officers: 128 SNCOs: 458 Other Ranks: 898
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
Appendix ‘A’ - Station Ration Strength for June, 1946:
RAF officers: 118 SNCOs: 367 Other ranks: 728
WAAF officers: 2 SNCOs: 4 Other ranks: 149
G.P. Regiment officers: 7 G.P. SNCOs: 86 G.P. Other ranks: 10
(‘N’ Squadron) (‘N’ Sqdrn) (‘N’ Sqdrn)
ACO officers: 1 SNCOs: 1 Other ranks: 11
Medical History for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant McDONALD.
Health: As usual, health of the personnel remains satisfactory.
General: No event of unusual medical importance occurred during the month.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’: Units Under Medical Care for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MacDONALD.
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 297 Squadron.
No. 7 Glider Servicing Echelon.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
Entertainments Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer J. MARSHALL.
Cinema - These were the films that were shown:
June 2nd, 1946: ‘Uncertain Glory’
June 3rd & 4th, 1946: ‘Jessabel’
June 6th & 7th, 1946: ‘Lady on a Train’ & ‘Moonlight in Havana’
June 9th, 1946: ‘In Our Time’
June 10th & 11th, 1946: ‘Mr Skeffington’
June 13th & 14th, 1946: ‘Roughly Speaking’
June 16th, 1946: ‘The Amazing Mrs Holliday’
June 17th & 18th, 1946: ‘Enter Arsene Lupin’ & ‘Oh Johnny, How You Can Love’
June 20th & 21st, 1946: ‘All This And Heaven Too’
June 23rd, 1946: ‘The Nelson Touch’
June 24th & 25th, 1946: ‘City For Conquest’
June 27th & 28th, 1946: ‘Conflict’
June 30th, 1946: ‘English Without Tears’
Dances:
June 5th, 1946: Other Ranks Dance.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Captain L. GLATMAN.
Throughout the month of June, the Regiment has carried out a full flying military training programme. Captain CRANMER went to the display at FARNBOROUGH with a Hamilcar. A representative flight paraded with the station for the ACO’s inspection.
Passenger and Freight Section for June, 1946 - Traffic Return:
Compiled by Flying Officer HARVEY.
Appendix ‘B’:
Outwards from RAF Tarrant Rushton: no mail, 12 passengers and 26,935 and a quarter (lbs?) of freight, nine aircraft.
Inwards to RAF Tarrant Rushton: 28,458 lbs of mail, 37 passengers, 1,169 and a half lbs of freight and eight aircraft.
General Education Scheme for June, 1946:
Record of educational activities for the month ending June 30th, 1946:
Compiled Flight Lieutenant FITZGERALD.
Appendix ‘C’:
(i) Station Reference and Textbooks Library:
800 volumes on charge, average issues for the month 240.
(ii) Education Classes held on this station:
War Educational Maths - Instructor Sergeant SYMMONDS, course length three months, average weekly attendance 10 RAF and two WAAF.
War Educational Knowledge and Engineering General Knowledge - course length three months, average attendance 10 RAF and two WAAF.
Engineering General Knowledge and Economics - Instructor Sergeant CREAMER, course length six months, average attendance 24 RAF and no WAAF.
Maths - Instructor Flight Lieutenant MARTEN, course length six months, average attendance 24 RAF and no WAAF.
Additional Maths - Instructor Sergeant SYMMONDS, course length six months, average attendance six RAF and No WAAF.
Geography - Instructor Flight Lieutenant FITZGERALD, course length six months, average attendance one RAF and no WAAF.
French - Instructor Sergeant STEVENS, course length six months, average attendance four RAF and no WAAF.
Shorthand & Book-keeping - Instructor LAC BAMFORD, course length six months, eight RAF and four WAAF.
Civics - Instructor Flight Sergeant LOWNIE and Sergeant THOMAS, 85 per cent of station personnel attending.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): Instruction given in maths, shorthand typing, biology, French, elocution, physics, chemistry and engineering drawing all at the Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Nil.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office Correspondence Courses - three RAF applications submitted but no WAAF.
War Office Correspondence Courses - two RAF enrolment but no WAAF.
Five RAF but no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
Five RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 200 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: Two officers and two other ranks.
Subjects covered - domestic science, ballroom dancing, woodwork and plastics (instructor available for beginners) and arts and crafts generally publicised and encouraged.
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: one officer and four other ranks.
(ix) No films were shown.
(x) Remarks: (i) Attendance at the Civics classes has been maintained to a high level. Lectures and discussions have taken place covering current affairs and citizenship. Arrangements have been made for monthly visits to Bournemouth Town Council meetings. Other activities on the station include a Music Circle, Play Reading Circle, Theatre Party and Chess Club.
Signals Report for June, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant COOPER.
June 5th, 1946.
The ‘Darkie’ equipment was dismantled.
June 17th, 1946.
The HF/DF Station reopened on 6500/3805 KC/S.
June 24th, 1946.
W/T approach control reopened on 4200 KC/S.
June 28th, 1946.
‘EXERCISE BEAVER’ - apparent R/T failure of two aircraft. No faults on the aircraft.
Operations Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by: not filled in.
July 1st, 1946.
Weather conditions in the morning prevented flying. Two aircraft were engaged in local towing during the afternoon and one aircraft collected a Horsa from FARNBOROUGH. Two aircraft were engaged on ‘Gee’ approaches and asymmetric flying but further weather deterioration cancelled night flying.
July 2nd, 1946.
Two aircraft of No. 644 Squadron were airborne for CASTEL BENITO. One aircraft retrieved a Hamlicar from FARNBOROUGH and three aircraft were engaged in local Hamilcar towing. Three aircraft completed a night flying programme of circuits and landings.
July 3rd, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. Weather conditions during the morning prevented flying and in the afternoon two aircraft carried out local Horsa towing, and two a detail of ‘Gee’ and asymmetric flying. Three aircraft were engaged in night flying.
July 4th, 1946.
Weather conditions prevented morning flying and only permitted ‘Gee’ and asymmetric flying in the afternoon. One Anson aircraft from BRUSSELS and one from HANDORF landed with patients for the SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital. Three aircraft completed a night flying programme of circuits and landings. Two aircraft morning and afternoon were engaged in local Horsa towing, two on glider cross country flights and two on five hour training flights. One aircraft was despatched to BRUSSELS carrying No. 297 Squadron’s commander to a conference on the forth-coming demonstration.
July 6th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Two aircraft completed a morning programme of Horsa towing and two were engaged in asymmetric flying prior to the weekend stand-down.
July 7th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down. One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO.
July 8th, 1946.
Four aircraft were detailed for ‘EXERCISE DEMON XVIII’. The aircraft carrying a gun and jeep crashed after take-off but the other aircraft dropped their containers as briefed. Two aircraft were engaged on local Horsa towing during the morning and afternoon, two on glider cross countries and one on GCA practise at MANSTON. Three aircraft carried out night circuits and landings.
July 9th, 1946.
Two aircraft were engaged on local Hamilcar towing during the morning and afternoon. Four Horsas were lifted from BRIZE NORTON to SEALAND, and four from COSFORD to SEALAND.
July 10th, 1946.
Two aircraft were engaged in glider disposal from BRIZE NORTON to SEALAND and two from COSFORD to SEALAND - eight gliders being lifted altogether. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO and one was despatched but returned to Tarrant Rushton with engine trouble.
July 11th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed from CASTEL BENITO. One aircraft was engaged in glider disposal from BRIZE NORTON to SEALAND, two on local towing morning and afternoon, two on glider cross country flights and two on five hour training flights.
July 12th, 1946.
One aircraft was engaged in glider disposal from BRIZE NORTON to SEALAND and one from COSFORD to SEALAND. A programme of local towing and asymmetric flying was completed.
July 13th, 1946.
Two aircraft were despatched to BRUSSELS to take part in ‘DEMONSTRATION BUFFALO’ on July 14th, 1946. This was successfully carried out, one aircraft returning on July 15th, 1946, and one on July 16th, 1946, after minor unserviceability. One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron and one aircraft of No. 644 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO and one aircraft of No. 620 Squadron landed from UDINE. One Anson aircraft arrived from the continent with patients for SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital. Four aircraft were engaged on local Horsa towing during the morning.
July 14th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down.
July 15th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Two aircraft were engaged in glider cross country flights, two on local towing and two on five hour training flights. Three aircraft completed the night flying programme of circuits and landings.
July 16th, 1946.
Weather conditions prevented morning flying. Two aircraft were engaged in Hamilcar towing in the afternoon and two aircraft on asymmetric flying.
July 17th, 1946.
Two aircraft were engaged on local towing in the morning and afternoon, two on glider cross country flights and two on five hour training flights. One aircraft from No. 620 Squadron landed from CASTLE BENITO.
July 18th, 1946.
A normal day programme of local and cross country towing, ‘Gee’ and asymmetric flying was completed.
July 19th, 1946.
A signal was received from M.E.D.M.E. announcing the end of the Middle East to Tarrant Rushton training flights and giving disposal instructions for No. 620 Squadron and No. 644 Squadron aircraft already at Tarrant. Acting upon these, two aircraft were ferried to EDZELL M.U. (Maintenance Unit) from where the crews were to report to PERSHORE to collect Halifax IX aircraft for return to the Middle East. Two Anson aircraft arrived from the continent with patients for SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital. A programme of local towing and gliding cross country flights was completed.
July 20th, 1946.
One aircraft from No. 644 Squadron was airborne for CASTEL BENITO. This aircraft was not included in the disposal instructions previously referred to. Two aircraft completed a morning programme of local towing and two were engaged in glider cross country flights. ‘DEMONSTRATION CHIPMUNK’ - a Halifax-Horsa combination flight to PRESTWICK was cancelled because of poor weather. One Anson aircraft arrived from GATOW with a patient for SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital.
July 21st, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron was despatched to CASTEL BENITO. Squadron stand-down.
July 22nd, 1946.
One aircraft was despatched to CASTEL BENITO (No. 620 Squadron). Poor weather conditions during the morning postponed towing and training flights and a further deterioration later caused cancellation of all flying.
July 23rd, 1946.
Two aircraft were engaged on local Hamilcar towing, two on five hour training flights and one on GCA practise at MANSTON.
July 24th, 1946.
Four aircraft were engaged on local Horsa towing during the morning and afternoon. No other flying.
July 25th, 1946.
One Halifax-Horsa combination was despatched to WOODVALE on ‘DEMONSTRATION CARIBOU’. The glider landed at WOODVALE and the tug then dropped 13 containers. The aircraft returned to base in the evening but the glider remained at WOODVALE unserviceable. Two aircraft were engaged in local Horsa towing and two on five hour training flights.
July 26th, 1946.
One aircraft of No. 620 Squadron was ferried EDZELL and one aircraft accompanied it to return the crew to base. Two aircraft were engaged in local Horsa towing morning and afternoon, and one Anson aircraft brought patients for SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital from BII8.
July 27th, 1946.
Four aircraft were engaged on local towing during the morning.
July 28th, 1946.
Squadron stand-down.
July 29th, 1946.
Two aircraft were on local towing in the morning and afternoon, and one on a five hour training flight.
July 30th, 1946.
Low cloud prevented any glider towing during the day. ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXIX’ took place but the gun and jeep aircraft did not take off because of adverse weather. Of the three container-carrying aircraft, two dropped successfully but the third experienced an electrical fault which caused hang-up of all containers.
July 31st, 1946.
Two aircraft ferried five gliders from CHIPPING WARDEN to WETHERSFIELD, and two aircraft were on local towing during the morning. One aircraft carrying a gun and jeep was despatched for a ‘MEPHISTOPHELES’ training drop but this was cancelled by the DZ officer because of high winds.
Navigation Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader V.J. WHITE.
Briefings of overseas aircraft:
Aircraft of No. 644 Squadron and No. 620 Squadron ceased their weekly schedule from this station as from July 20th, 1946, and the last briefing and despatch took place on July 22nd, 1946. Up to this date, eight aircraft had been briefed and despatched by this section. In addition, one aircraft of No. 240 Squadron was briefed and despatched on July 28th, 1946, for MALTA.
Exercises and Demonstrations:
Briefings carried out -
‘DEMONSTRATION DEMON XXVIII’ July 8th, 1946:
Demonstration drop of gun and jeep at OLD SARUM.
‘DEMONSTRATION BUFFALO’ July 14th, 1946:
Demonstration drop of containers and paratroops at LIEGE.
‘DEMONSTRATION CHIPMUNK’ July 20th, 1946:
Demonstration drop of containers and glider landing at PRESTWICK (cancelled due to adverse weather).
‘DEMONSTRATION CARIBOU’ July 25th, 1946:
Demonstration drop of containers and glider land at WOODVALE.
‘DEMONSTRATION DEMON XXIX’ July 30th, 1946:
Demonstration drop of containers, jeep and gun at OLD SARUM.
‘EXERCISE GUN CREW I’ July 31st, 1946:
Practise drop of paratroops, gun and jeep on Divisional DZ. Cancelled due to adverse weather.
Station special flights:
Briefings were carried out for the following additional flights during the month -
Liaison flights to BRUSSELS and MELSBROEK on July 5th, 1946, with reference to ‘DEMONSTRATION BUFFALO’ and a special flight to LEUCHARS on July 12th, 1946.
Ferry flight (two aircraft) to EDZELL on July 18th, 1946, and a ferry flight (two aircraft) to EDZELL on July 25th, 1946.
History of the Servicing Wing for July, 1946:
Compiled by Wing Commander A.R. CLARK:
Change of Command: Wing Commander A.R. CLARK assumed command of the Servicing Wing with effect from July 28th, 1946, vice Wing Commander C. WEBSTER released.
Flying: The flying hours total for Halifax A VII aircraft 346 hours and 20 minutes and was slightly better than that for June, 1946. The Station Flight aircraft flew 56 hours while the total for glider aircraft was 82 hours and 10 minutes involving 282 tows.
Aircraft Strength: One Halifax A VII was transferred to BRIZE NORTON while another became a total loss, leaving a strength of 23 Halifax aircraft. Together with one Halifax IX on loan from UPPER HEYFORD, a Tiger Moth aircraft was put up for disposal while the only remaining Oxford aircraft is on loan to HQ No. 38 Group. Three Horsa II gliders crashed and four were offered for disposal, together with six Hamilcars, due to glue deterioration. The glider totals are now 16 Horsa IIs and 13 Hamilcar I aircraft respectively.
Aircraft Servicing: A new servicing plan was inaugurated whereby there are no longer two separate Flights. A small handling party takes charge of the aircraft in use while daily inspections and "snags" are attended to by a larger party who again work in close liaison with the Repair and Inspection Squadron. It is intended that terminal inspections will be carried out by Daily Servicing Squadrons while the Repair and Inspection Squadron will be responsible for base inspections and engine changes. It was decided that training aircraft from the Middle East Command would cease to use Tarrant Rushton in future.
Statistics: Serviceability for July, 1946:
Of a cumulative total of 780 Halifax aircraft on charge, 335 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 46.5 per cent.
Aircraft servicing for July, 1946:
Terminal inspections: 2
Base inspections: 7
Engine changes: 10
Engine cylinder changes: 1
Major airframe repairs: 1
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for July, 1946:
The following inspections or repairs have been carried out:
Minor inspections: 6
Major inspections: 1
Minor repairs: 46
Major repairs: 4
Armament Activities Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by E/O (Engineer Officer) C.J. MILLER.
(i) Refors aircraft: nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training:
(a) ‘EXERCISE SAMDROP VI’ - July 28th, 1946.
Two aircraft were flown to BRIZE NORTON (with one Sergeant Armourer to supervise the loading) to be loaded with guns and jeeps, and four containers each. One aircraft carried out the exercise which was successful.
(b) ‘EXERCISE BADGER’ - July 30th, 1946:
Two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. One aircraft carried out the exercise, the containers to be dropped at HOCKLEY HEATH Airfield if the weather was unfit for paratroops dropping. As the weather was suitable, the containers were not dropped.
(c) ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXVIII’ - July 8th, 1946:
Two aircraft were loaded with guns and jeeps and four containers each. Five aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each, one gun and jeep and three aircraft carrying containers were to carry out the exercise but the gun and jeep aircraft crashed after take-off. One aircraft returned with 11 containers "hang-ups". Nine of these containers were in the fuselage bomb bay and did not release owing to a faulty bomb door master switch which did not show up on the "lights check", two containers failed to release due to over crutching. This was caused by two armourers just posted to the station and were new to the job. Action has now been taken to ensure all new arrivals pass a "crutching up" test before working on aircraft.
(d) ‘EXERCISE BUFFALO’ - July 13th - 15th, 1946:
Two aircraft were loaded with six containers each to be dropped in BELGIUM. One NCO and one AC armourer went with the aircraft in case of any unserviceability. The exercise was carried out by one aircraft dropping six containers. Drop successful.
(e) ‘EXERCISE CARIBOU’ - July 25th, 1946:
Two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. One aircraft carried out the exercise which was successful.
(f) During the month, 25 officers and senior NCOs fired the .38 revolver and 73 NCOs and ordinary ranks (ORs) fired the .303 rifle.
(iv) Establishment: No. 4297 Servicing Eschelon Armament Section requires four corporals and nine aircraftsmen (ACs) to bring them up to establishment.
(v) Visits: Nil.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: One bomb trolley-type ‘C’ Mark III has been converted to carry an 8,000 lb heavy bomb carrier complete with gun and jeep fittings without damage to the gun and jeep fittings. The normal bomb trolley will not carry a heavy bomb carrier with gun and jeep fittings without resting the gun and jeep fittings on the trolley, thereby putting the whole weight of the bomb carrier on the fittings which is liable to cause damage and strain on the fittings.
(vii) General: During the month, 11 aircraft from overseas were off-loaded and loaded with freight panniers. The AM (Air Ministry) Bombing Teacher has been converted locally and is now fitted with a Mark XIV sighting head. During the month, 410 Sten Carbine have been modified in accordance with AMON 3670/46. Two hundred 10 lbs bombs (practise flash Mark I) have been returned to No. 80 M.U. (Maintenance Unit) at ESERICK as surplus to requirements.
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton during July, 1956: Nil.
WAAF Section Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Officer BUTLAND.
July 1st, 1946.
WAAF Invitation Gala Dance in WAAF NAFFI with the NETHERAVON Dance Band.
July 2nd, 1946.
O/C WAAF, HQ No. 38 Group, ADCS visit to WSO and PFO.
July 4th, 1946.
(i) EVT conference.
(ii) O/C WAAF attended Domestic Front exhibition at the town hall in HAMMERSMITH.
July 8th, 1946.
Parade and inspection WAAF Site AOA visit inspected WAAF site with the station commander.
July 9th, 1946.
O/C WAAF Flight Officer BUTLAND attended Air Ministry Board at Adastral House.
July 10th, 1946.
A swimming bus organised to BOURNEMOUTH for WAAF personnel.
July 13th, 1946.
Flight Officer BUTLAND leave commenced. Section Officer BENEDEK takes over command WAAF Section.
July 15th, 1946.
Section Officer BENEDEK visited WAAF personnel at SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital.
July 17th, 1946.
Sports afternoon, swimming bus.
July 18th, 1946.
A mess meeting attended by WAAF personnel.
July 22nd, 1946.
(i) S/O (Section Officer) BENEDEK admitted to SSQ (Station Sick Quarters).
(ii) WAAF general meeting on parade ground, WAAF site.
July 23rd, 1946.
Flight Officer WOOLLEY, RAF STONEY CROSS, visited the station.
July 24th, 1946.
(i) Swimming bus organised for Airwomen.
(ii) Results WAAF Hut Competition judged.
July 25th, 1946.
WAAF general meeting ends mess for all mess staff. Social evening on WAAF site organised by airwomen.
July 26th, 1946.
S/O (Section Officer) BENEDEK released from the service.
July 31st, 1946.
Organised cook’s party to BOURNEMOUTH with a meal at Bobby’s.
Meteorological Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer JENKINS.
July 1st, 1946.
Fog until 07.00 hours, lifting into low stratus, base lifting to 1,200 feet by mid-day and later dispersing. Visibility becoming moderate, deteriorating into fog by 21.00 hours. Wind South West 5 - 10 mph.
July 2nd, 1946.
Fog becoming stratus, lifting to 1,200 feet by mid-day, cloud dispersing and becoming fine, visibility becoming moderate, winds North West 8 - 12 mph.
July 3rd, 1946.
Fog becoming stratus, lifting during afternoon, advected thunder late evening, visibility moderate, wind South West 5 - 10 mph.
July 4th, 1946.
Stratus breaking and becoming strato-cumulus, dispersing in the evening, cloudy with drizzle by midnight, good visibility, wind becoming South West 25 - 30 mph.
July 5th, 1946.
Drizzle until 07.00 hours, stratus lifting to strato-cumulus at 2,500 feet, dispersing in the evening, good visibility, winds North West 10 - 15 mph.
July 6th, 1946.
Fine, becoming fair, cloud base above 2,500 feet, good visibility, North West winds becoming 15 - 20 mph in afternoon.
July 7th, 1946.
Fine, becoming fair but fine again at night. Good visibility. North winds 5 - 10 mph.
July 8th, 1946.
Cloudy, base above 2,500 feet, good visibility, light variable wind becoming South West 8 - 12 mph.
July 9th, 1946.
Cloudy but mostly medium cloud, some cloud at 2,500 feet, moderate visibility, winds light and variable becoming South West 8 - 12 mph.
July 10th, 1946.
Cloudy becoming fine by dawn, small amounts of cloud at 2,500 feet, visibility becoming good, winds South West 5 - 10 mph.
July 11th, 1946.
Fine, good visibility, wind light and variable.
July 12th, 1946.
Fine becoming fair but only medium cloud, good visibility, wind South West 8 - 12 mph.
July 13th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, medium and high cloud only, good visibility, wind North West 10 - 15 mph.
July 14th, 1946.
Cloudy, base 2,500 feet becoming fine in evening, good visibility, wind North West becoming 20 - 25 mph.
July 15th, 1946.
Fine becoming fair by 09.00 hours and cloudy later, rain from 18.00 hours, visibility good becoming moderate, winds North West 10 - 15 mph becoming South 1 - 5 mph.
July 16th, 1946.
Rain until mid-day then cloudy becoming fair, cloud base 2,500 feet in afternoon, good visibility, wind light and variable.
July 17th, 1946.
Cloudy with rain 05.30 hours until 07.30 hours and fair with showers in afternoon and intermittent rain in the evening. Cloud base 5,000 feet falling to 2,000 feet generally and to 1,500 feet in rain in the evening. Moderate to good visibility, wind West North West to North West 2 - 5 mph increasing and backing to South West to West South West 12 - 18 mph by mid-day.
July 18th, 1946.
Cloud base 5,000 feet falling to 2,000 feet generally and to 1,500 feet in rain in the evening. Moderate to good visibility, wind West North West to North West 2 - 5 mph increasing and backing to South West to West South West 12 - 18 mph by mid-day.
July 19th, 1946.
Cloudy, large amounts at 6,000 - 8,000 feet, with patchy stratus at 800 feet. Clearing and cumulus development at 1,500 feet - 2,000 feet and dispersing in the evening to leave 10/10ths strato-cumulus at 4,000 feet. Visibility very good, winds South West to West South West 5 - 10 mph increasing 15 - 20 mph but falling again to 8 - 12 mph in the evening.
July 20th, 1946.
Fair to cloudy, cloud base 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility very good, wind West South West 2 - 5 mph becoming North West 10 - 15 mph, decreasing to 5 - 10 mph in the evening.
July 21st, 1946.
Cloudy with showers in the afternoon and general rain starting at 21.35 hours, cloud base 2,000 - 4,000 feet falling to 1,000 - 1,500 feet and then 400 - 800 feet towards midnight. Visibility good, wind West South West backing South South West 5 - 10 mph increasing to 15 - 20 mph.
July 22nd, 1946.
Rain until 07.45 hours and then cloudy, cloud base falling to surface and then lifting to 1,000 feet at 09.00 hours and to 2,000 feet by 11.00 hours. Falling again to 800 - 1,000 feet by 14.00 hours. Visibility very poor at first, improving to good by 08.00 hours. Wind West South West 10 - 15 mph.
July 23rd, 1946.
Cloudy becoming fair in evening, cloud base 100 - 200 feet until 10.00 hours when rising to 1,200 feet and 1,500 feet at 15.00 hours, falling again to 800 feet at 21.00 hours. Visibility moderate to poor at first improving to good in afternoon by deteriorating again in the evening. Wind West South West to South South West 6 - 12 mph.
July 24th, 1946.
Cloudy becoming fair and then cloudy again in the evening. Cloud base falling to surface but improving again to 2,500 - 4,000 feet by 07.00 hours. Visibility very poor at first, improving to good by 08.00 hours. Wind very light increasing to West South West 10 - 15 mph veering North North West 4 - 8 mph by 20.00 hours.
July 25th, 1946.
Fine becoming fair to cloudy. Little or no cloud at first, cumulus development at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, dispersing to leave large amounts of high cloud. Visibility very good, wind light becoming South West 8 - 12 mph.
July 26th, 1946.
Fair to cloudy with valley mist at first becoming cloudy and intermittent rain 17.30 hours until 19.30 hours. Little or no cloud below 10,000 feet until 15.00 hours when falling to 6,000 feet. Patchy stratus at 400 - 800 feet in the evening, visibility moderate to good, wind light at first becoming East South East 10 - 15 mph. Wind veering in afternoon to West 5 - 10 mph.
July 27th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy and then fine in evening, small amounts of cloud at 1,000 - 1,500 feet becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths at 1,500 - 2,500 feet in afternoon. Cloud dispersing in evening, visibility very good, wind South West to West 5 - 10 mph increasing 20 - 25 mph in afternoon but falling off to light in evening.
July 28th, 1946.
Fine becoming fair and then cloudy, shower at 12.30 hours, rain started at 18.45 hours. Small amounts of cloud increasing to 3/10ths - 6/10ths at 2,500 feet, upper cloud increasing in afternoon, cloud falling 600 - 1,000 feet in rain, visibility excellent becoming moderate in rain. Wind light West becoming North West 10 - 15 mph but backing to West South West 15 - 20 mph in afternoon and evening.
July 29th, 1946.
Rain until 03.30 hours then cloudy, becoming fair in the afternoon, and fine in evening. Cloud base 500 - 1,000 feet until 08.00 hours then rising to 2,000 - 2,500 feet and well broken by 09.00 hours. Visibility moderate to good, wind West North West 10 - 15 mph veering North West to North North West in afternoon but backing West 4 - 8 mph by 21.00 hours.
July 30th, 1946.
Fine, soon becoming cloudy but becoming fine again in late evening, cloud base 3,000 feet but stratus at 800 -1,200 feet from 04.00 hours to 19.00 hours. Small amounts of cloud increasing to 10/10ths at 13.00 hours. Visibility very good, wind West South West 15 - 20 mph increasing 25 - 20 mph then decreasing in late evening to 12 - 18 mph.
July 31st, 1946.
Fine, becoming fair to cloudy by mid-day, fair in evening becoming fine, visibility excellent, wind West to West North West 1 - 5 mph becoming 10 - 15 mph falling 5 - 10 mph in evening, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet.
Sports Summary for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BRABAZON.
Cricket: The station team played six matches during the month of July and won every match. Quite a lot of practise at the nets has taken place during the last month.
Swimming: The transport for swimming is full to capacity every Wednesday. Quite a large percentage of the personnel are WAAF.
Squash: A very popular game on the station.
Badminton: This game is getting more popular every day. The standard of play has improved considerably.
Gym Work: Weight-lifting classes in full swing for the past month. Sparring and punch ball also very popular.
P.T. (Physical Training): Takes place about twice a week.
Station Strength Return for July, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
Officers: 106 NCOs: 297 Other Ranks: 761
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
Appendix ‘A’ - Station Ration Strength for July, 1946:
RAF officers: 98 NCOs: 245 Other ranks: 606
WAAF officers: 2 NCOs: 4 Other ranks: 107
G.P. Regiment officers: 6 G.P. SNCOs: 48 G.P. Other ranks: 48
(‘N’ Squadron) (‘N’ Sqdrn) (‘N’ Sqdrn)
Medical History for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer J.A. CLARKE.
Health: As usual, health of the personnel remains satisfactory.
General: On July 8th, 1946, a Halifax bomber crashed killing the crew of six. No other event of any medical importance occurred during the month of July, 1946.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’: Units under medical care during July, 1946.
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 297 Squadron.
No. 7 Glider Servicing Eschelon.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
Entertainments Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader ROWLEY.
Films shown in the station cinema during the month were:
July 1st & 2nd, 1946 - ‘Escape in the Desert’
July 4th & 5th, 1946 - ‘Indiscetion’
July 7th, 1946 - ‘White Captive’
July 9th, 1946 - ‘Cassablanca’
July 11th & 12th, 1946 - ‘Shady Lady’
July 14th, 1946 - ‘Time Flies’
July 15th & 16th, 1946 - ‘Here Comes The Sun’
July 18th & 19th, 1946 - ‘God is my Co-Pilot’
July 20th, 1946 - ‘They Met In The Drak’
July 22nd & 23rd, 1946 - ‘I Know Where I’m Going’
July 25th & 26th, 1946 - ‘Barratts of Wimpole Street’
July 28th, 1946 - ‘This is the Life’
July 29th & 30th, 1946 - ‘This Love of Ours’
The following also took place on the station:
July 1st, 1946 - WAAF Birthday Dance.
July 3rd, 1945 - Concert party, by the Maurice Johnson Variety.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer SNELLOCK.
During the month, a full military training programme - including two night exercises - was carried out by the two Flights stationed here. Horsa continuation and Hamilcar conversion flying programmes were curtailed by bad weather and unserviceability but a relatively high number of glider lifts and hours was obtained. Several glider dispersal commitments from BRIZE NORTON, and COSFORD to SEALAND and CHIPPING WARDEN to WETHERSFIELD were carried out successfully. One combination went to WOODVALE on ‘EXERCISE CARIBOU’.
On July 3rd, 1946, No. 85 Flight replaced No. 86 Flight and No. 88 Flight replaced No. 120 Flight on July 9th, 1946.
Passenger and Freight Section for July, 1946 - Traffic Return:
Compiled by Flying Officer HARVEY.
Appendix ‘B’:
Outwards from RAF Tarrant Rushton: no mail, 40 passengers and 30,989 lbs of freight and ten aircraft.
Inwards to RAF Tarrant Rushton: 17,742 lbs of mail, 79 passengers, 447 lbs of freight and 16 aircraft.
General Education Scheme for July, 1946:
Record of educational activities for the month ending July 31st, 1946:
Compiled Flight Lieutenant FITZGERALD.
Appendix ‘C’:
(i) Station Reference and Textbooks Library:
800 volumes on charge, average issues for the month 270.
(ii) Education Classes held on this station:
War Education Exam (maths, engineering, general knowledge) -
Instructor Sergeant SYMONDS, course length three months, average weekly attendance 13 RAF and two WAAF.
Forces Preliminary Exam (engineering, general knowledge) -
Instructor Sergeant CREAMER, course length six months, average weekly attendance 24 RAF and no WAAF.
Maths - Instructor Flight Sergeant LOWNIE.
French - Instructor Sergeant STEVENS.
Geography - Instructor Flight Lieutenant FITZGERALD.
Additional maths - Instructor Sergeant SYMONDS.
Economics - Instructor Sergeant CREAMER.
Shorthand & Book-keeping -
Instructor LAC BAMFORD, course length six months, 10 RAF and 2 WAAF.
Radio engineering -
Instructor LAC VARNEY, course length three months, average attendance 6 RAF and no WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): Bournemouth Municipal College closed for summer vacation.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Nil.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office Correspondence Courses - No RAF or WAAF applications submitted.
War Office Correspondence Courses - No RAF or WAAF enrolments.
Two RAF but no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
Two RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 150 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: One other rank (ballroom dancing).
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: one officer and three other ranks.
(ix) No films were shown.
(x) Remarks: (i) Attendance at the Civics classes has been good and the subjects taken in discussions and lectures have covered a wide field. The woodwork section provided an opportunity for vocational and recreational training in carpentry. The Theatre Party had to be cancelled due to a lack of support (it’s thought the very hot weather during this period was mainly responsible for this). Play Reading, Music Circle and Chess Club as usual.
Signals Report for July, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant Cooper.
July 1st, 1946.
R/T opened on world guard frequency (116.1 MC/S).
July 7th, 1946.
W/T approach control closed down owing to lack of personnel.
July 18th, 1946.
No. 90 Group representative visited the station regarding the siting of the Babs Mark II.
Operations Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by: Flight Lieutenant JONES.
August 1st, 1946.
One Halifax/Horsa combination and one gun and jeep-carrying aircraft with one spare was despatched to MENGEN for ‘DEMONSTRATION COUGAR’. ‘DEMONSTRATION CHEETAH’, for Army Cadets, took place at Tarrant Rushton. A display of container-dropping, Horsa towing and Hamilcar towing was completed and the Cadets were given air experience in Horsas.
August 2nd, 1946.
A programme of local Horsa towing was completed in the morning prior to the August stand-down.
August 3rd, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 4th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 5th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 6th, 1946.
In the afternoon, three Hamilcar gliders were ferried to NETHERAVON on disposal.
August 7th, 1946.
Weather during the morning prevented all flying. In the afternoon, one Halifax IX dropped a gun, jeep and four containers at NETHERAVON (‘DEMONSTRATION MEPHISTO’ trial) and one aircraft flew a five hour cross country exercise.
August 8th, 1946.
Winds to gale force prevented all flying and caused a 24 hour postponement of ‘DEMONSTRATION CAMEL’.
August 9th, 1946.
One Halifax-Horsa combination and one Halifax dropping paratroops and containers took part in a demonstration for Army Cadets at MANSTON. Deterioration of weather forced these aircraft to remain at MANSTON overnight. Two aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE SAMDROP’ from BRIZE NORTON, although high wind prevented the gun crew jumping with their equipment. Two aircraft dropped two stick of paratroops each at NETHERAVON (‘MEPHISTO’ trials) and one aircraft was engaged in heavy Horsa towing at NETHERAVON.
August 10th, 1946.
High winds again prevailed and prevented flying.
August 11th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 12th, 1946.
High winds again caused cancellation of all flying. The Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group landed in a Proctor aircraft from the continent for customs clearance and then proceeded to UPAVON.
August 13th, 1946.
‘MEPHISTO’ trial drops were carried out, one Halifax dropping a gun, jeep and containers and two dropping two sticks each of paratroops. In the afternoon, ten Dakota aircraft arrived from SYERSTON and two Tempest aircraft from C.F.E. to take part in the dummy run for ‘DEMONSTRATION MEPHISTO’ on August 14th, 1946.
August 14th, 1946.
The rehearsal for ‘DEMONSTRATION MEPHISTO’ took place as scheduled, ten Halifax aircraft, seven Dakota aircraft and two Tempest aircraft participating in the flying phases. The rehearsal was in the main successful and resulted in valuable criticisms and suggestions being made for incorporation in the demonstration proper. After the demonstration, the SYERSTON and C.F.E. aircraft returned to their bases.
August 15th, 1946.
One Hamilcar was ferried on disposal to BRIZE NORTON and one Horsa retrieved from MANSTON. Three aircraft were engaged on local Hamilcar towing and one on a five hour cross country flight.
August 16th, 1946.
Four aircraft were engaged in ‘MEPHISTO’ trial paratroop dropping at NETHERAVON and two were on local Hamilcar towing.
August 17th, 1946.
Two aircraft were engaged in local Hamilcar towing and two in asymmetric flying practise in the morning prior to the weekend stand-down.
August 18th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 19th, 1946.
Weather in the morning caused postponement of flying and in the afternoon three aircraft dropped containers at NETHERAVON (‘MEPHISTO’ trial run) and three were engaged on local Hamilcar towing. One ambulance aircraft was signalled in from GATOW but diverted to RAF FORD.
August 20th, 1946.
A restricted flying programme of two aircraft of local Hamilcar towing. Aircraft from ‘DEMONSTRATION MEPHISTO’ arrived from SYERSTON and C.F.E. and all crews were briefed in the afternoon.
August 21st, 1946.
‘DEMONSTRATION MEPHISTO’ for the Senior Course at the School of Air Support was successfully completed, all aircraft based at Tarrant Rushton being despatched to schedule. After debriefing, the Dakota and Tempest aircraft returned to their home basses.
August 22nd, 1946.
Two aircraft lifted two Horsas each on disposal to NETHERAVON and two aircraft disposed of two Hamilcars each to BRIZE NORTON.
August 23rd, 1946.
Glider disposal to NETHERAVON and BRIZE NORTON was continued in the afternoon after a morning when poor weather prevented any flying. Five Hamilcars and three Horsas were lifted.
August 24th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 25th, 1946.
Stand-down.
August 26th, 1946.
In view of the impending Squadron reduction to cadre strength and its move to BRIZE NORTON, all training flights have now finished and aircraft disposal remains the only commitment. One ambulance aircraft arrived from the continent with a patient for the SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital.
August 27th, 1946.
No flying.
August 28th, 1946.
Winds to gale force. No flying.
August 29th, 1946.
Winds persisted. No flying.
August 30th, 1946.
Hamilcar disposal to BRIZE NORTON and Hamilcar disposal was carried out by four aircraft. Six Horsas and three Hamilcars were lifted.
August 31st, 1946.
No flying.
History of the Servicing Wing for August, 1946:
Compiled by Wing Commander A.R. CLARK.
During the month, instructions were issued that after ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO’, on August 21st, 1946, No. 297 Squadron was to be reduced to a Cadre of six aircraft and would move to BRIZE NORTON. No. G.S.E. (Glider Servicing Eschelon) would send Hamilcars and Horsas to BRIZE NORTON and the remainder of the echelon and equipment would go to NETHERAVON. Equipment complete to scale would be sent to BRIZE NORTON ready for the expansion of the Squadron to full strength at a future date.
‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO’ was successfully carried out on August 21st, 1946, at NETHERAVON and all who took part were congratulated by the A.O.C. in C. on the high standard of efficiency shown.
The flying hours for the month were 144 hours and 30 minutes, and the Station Flight aircraft flew 28 hours and 50 minutes while the total of glider aircraft was 20 hours and 15 minutes, involving 71 tows.
One Halifax aircraft was transferred to PERSHORE and a further 15 offered for disposal.
Statistics:
Of an accumulative total of 707 Halifax aircraft, 419 were serviceable, giving an average cumulative serviceability of 59.2 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing:
Terminal inspections: 1
Base inspections: 2
Engine changes: 6
Major airframe repairs: 6
M.T. (Motor Transport) servicing:
Minor inspections: 2
Minor repairs: 36
Armament Activities Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer C.J. MILLER.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training:
(a) ‘EXERCISE DEMON XXIX’ - July 30th, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with guns and jeeps and four containers each. Five aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. Of these, three aircraft took off loaded with containers only as the weather was unsuitable for gun and jeep dropping. One aircraft failed to release owing to an electrical failure in the air.
(b) ‘EXERCISE COUGAR No. 1’ - August 3rd, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each and two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. Of these, one aircraft loaded with a gun and a jeep and one container aircraft carried out the exercise which was successful.
(c) ‘EXERCISE CHEETAH’ - August 2nd, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. One aircraft carried out the exercise which was successful.
(d) ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO PRACTISE’ - August 7th, 1946.
One aircraft was loaded with a gun and a jeep. Successful drop.
(e) ‘EXERCISE CAMEL’ - August 9th, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each. One aircraft carried out the exercise which was unsuccessful, owing to an electrical failure in the air.
(f) ‘EXERCISE SAMDROP VII’ - August 9th, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each at BRIZE NORTON. One aircraft carried out the exercise which was successful.
(g) ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO PRACTISE’ - August 1st, 1946.
One aircraft was loaded with a gun, jeep and four containers. The practise was not carried out as the wind was too strong for dropping.
(h) ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO REHEARSAL’ - August 14th, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each. Five aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each and two aircraft with small bomb containers carrying dummy paratroopers. The exercise was successfully carried out. One S.B.C. failed to release owing to an electrical fault and one container failed to release due to over-crutching.
(i) ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO’ - August 21st, 1946.
Two aircraft were loaded with guns, jeeps and four containers each. Six aircraft were loaded with 13 containers each and two aircraft were loaded with 13 small bomb containers carrying dummy paratroops. The exercise was successfully carried out.
(j) During the month, 24 officers and senior NCOs fired the .38 revolver, 62 NCOs and ACs fired the .303 rifle and 33 personnel fired the 9mm Sten Carbine.
(iv) Establishment: No remarks.
(v) Visits: Armament Section was visited by Group Defence Officer on August 13th, 1946. One senior NCO fitter/armourer was sent to RAF Station OLD SARUM on August 23rd, 1944, to give instruction on gun and jeep loading.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: Nil.
(vii) General: During the month, 230 Sten Carbines were modified in accordance with A.M.O. N.367/46, thus completing the modification on all Sten Carbines held on this station.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton: Nil.
WAAF Section Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by S/O M.Y.C. ROXBURGH.
August 28th, 1946.
Squadron Officer WARRAN-BROWNE inspected the WAAF Section. A WAAF social evening was held in the NAAFI.
Meteorological Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer JENKINS.
August 1st, 1946.
Fine, becoming fair, cloudy by 13.00 hours, slight rain in the evening, cloud base 2,500 feet falling slowly, low stratus by midnight. Good visibility, wind South West 5 - 10 mph becoming 10 - 15 mph.
August 2nd, 1946.
Cloudy, rain midday, drizzle from early evening, cloud base below 1,000 feet, visibility good, falling moderate, winds South West 10 - 15 mph falling 5 - 10 mph.
August 3rd, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, excellent visibility, cloud base 2,500 feet, winds light South West.
August 4th, 1946.
Fog and low stratus cloud, lifting mid-day, becoming fair with showers. Visibility bad becoming good, winds light South West.
August 5th, 1946.
Fog dispersing around dawn, becoming cloudy and then fine. High cloud base, visibility becoming good, South West winds mainly 5 - 10 mph.
August 6th, 1946.
Cloudy with drizzle at dawn, cloud base rising to 2,500 feet, visibility becoming good, winds West to South West 5 - 10 mph.
August 7th, 1946.
Cloudy with low stratus, drizzle during the morning clearing mid-day, cloud base rising to 3,000 feet, West winds 10 - 15 mph, falling 5 - 10 mph.
August 8th, 1946.
Cloudy, rain from dawn to mid-day, becoming fair. Cloud base below 600 feet rising to 2,500 feet, visibility poor becoming good. Wind South West 5 - 10 mph becoming 20 mph then falling 10 mph.
August 9th, 1946.
Cloudy, rain in evening, cloud base 2,500 feet falling to 600 feet, visibility good becoming poor, wind South West 10 - 15 mph.
August 10th, 1946.
Cloudy with rain, improving during the afternoon, low stratus cloud dispersing, visibility improving to good, winds South West 25 - 30 mph, falling to 10 mph.
August 11th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, rain by midnight. Cloud base 2,500 feet, good visibility, winds South to South West 5 - 10 mph increasing 15 - 20 mph.
August 12th, 1946.
Rain and low stratus, clearing mid-morning, remaining cloudy, cloud base 2,000 feet. Good visibility, South West winds 20 - 25 mph increasing to 35 mph.
August 13th, 1946.
Cloudy, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet, good visibility. Wind West 25 mph falling 5 mph.
August 14th, 1946.
Rain clearing by dawn, remaining cloudy. Hail and thunderstorm in the afternoon. Cloud base 1,500 - 2,000 feet, good visibility, West winds 10 - 15 mph.
August 15th, 1946.
Fair, cloud base 2,500 feet, fog at first then excellent visibility. Light North West winds.
August 16th, 1946.
Cloudy, low stratus dispersing mid-morning, rain from mid-afternoon. Moderate visibility, light East winds becoming 15 - 20 mph.
August 17th, 1946.
Drizzle and low stratus improving mid-morning, becoming fine. Visibility moderate becoming good, high cloud base, wind North East 15 mph, falling 5 mph.
August 18th, 1946.
Fine becoming cloudy, cloud base 2,500 feet, moderate visibility becoming good, wind South West 5 - 10 mph.
August 19th, 1946.
Rain and drizzle, breaking temporarily in the afternoon followed by thunderstorms. Poor visibility becoming good, light variable winds.
August 20th, 1946.
Fair becoming cloudy, high cloud base, good visibility, winds North West 15 - 20 mph.
August 21st, 1946.
Cloudy becoming fair, high cloud base, excellent visibility, light West wind.
August 22nd, 1946.
Cloudy, drizzle during the morning, cloud base 2,000 feet, falling less than 1,000 feet. Good visibility except in drizzle. Calm becoming West 5 - 10 mph.
August 23rd, 1946.
Cloudy, low stratus breaking mid-day, good visibility, West winds 3 - 5 mph.
August 24th, 1946.
Fog and low stratus dispersing late afternoon, becoming fine by evening, visibility improving to excellent, winds North West 5 - 10 mph.
August 25th, 1946.
Low stratus dispersing mid-morning, becoming fine by evening. Visibility improving to excellent, wind North West 15 - 20 mph.
August 26th, 1946.
Fine becoming fair, cloud base 2,500 feet, good visibility, wind North West 5 - 10 mph.
August 27th, 1946.
Cloudy, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet, good visibility, South West winds 10 mph.
August 28th, 1946.
Cloudy, rain late afternoon and evening, moderate visibility, South West gales 40 - 45 mph.
August 29th, 1946.
Cloudy with showers, cloud base 2,000 - 2,500 feet, good visibility, winds South West 25 - 30 mph.
August 30th, 1946.
Cloudy, good visibility, showery, winds South West 20 - 25 mph.
August 31st, 1946.
Cloudy and showery, good visibility, cloud base 2,000 feet, wind South West 15 - 20 mph.
Sports Summary for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer BRABAZON.
Cricket: The station cricket team played four matches last month and won all of them. The fifth match was stopped on account of rain.
Football: The football season started this month and six matches were played between inter-section teams.
Swimming: Still one of the most popular sports on the station. More and more WAAFs go swimming every week.
Tennis: Played by a small but regular amount of players.
Squash: Still very popular on the station but most of the good players have been demobbed.
Badminton: A very popular game on the station played most nights of the week.
Keep-Fit: Keep-Fit classes have been formed and quite a large amount of personnel have taken up weight lifting as a means of keeping fit.
P.T. (Physical Training): Takes place about twice a week.
Station Strength Return for August, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R.S. DAVIES.
Officers: 95 NCOs: 153 ORs (Ordinary Ranks): 667
Medical Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.H. BUXTON.
Health: As usual, health of personnel remains satisfactory.
Releases: Medical examinations continue to take up a good deal of time.
General: Six patients (stretcher cases) arrived at Tarrant Rushton and were transferred to SHAFTESBURY Military Hospital. One patient (female) was evacuated by air to GLASGOW. No other event of medical import occurred during the month of August.
Entertainments Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Squadron Leader ROWLEY.
Cinema:
August 1st & 2nd, 1946: ‘They Knew Mr Knight’
August 4th, 1946: ‘Two Tickets to London’
August 5th & 6th, 1946: ‘That Night With You’
August 8th & 9th, 1946: ‘Too Young To Know’
August 11th, 1946: ‘Lloyds of London’
August 12th & 13th, 1946: ‘Diamond Horseshoe’
August 15th & 16th, 1946: ‘Forever In Love’
August 18th, 1946: ‘Ten Little Niggers’
August 19th & 20th, 1946: ‘The Seventh Veil’
August 22nd & 23rd, 1946: ‘Rhapsody In Blue’
August 25th, 1946: ‘Pillow To Post’
August 26th & 27th, 1946: ‘Something For The Boys’
August 28th, 1946: WAAF NAAFI - Social.
August 29th & 30th, 1946: ‘Because Of Him’ and ‘Penthouse Rhythm’
Variety:
August 7th, 1946: ‘Stars In Battle Dress’ and ‘The Single Strings’
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flying Officer SNELLOCK.
Horsa Hamilcar Tiger Moth Link
Total hours flown: 7.55 9.20 23.15 62
Number of lifts: 11 25 - -
Hours C.A.I.: - - - -
Crews involved: 11 15 - -
Average per crew: 00.43 00.37 - -
Passenger and Freight Section - Traffic Return for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant MAINWARING.
Appendix ‘B’:
Traffic Return - Passenger and Freight Section:
Outwards from RAF Station Tarrant Rushton:
No mail, 23 passengers and no freight.
Inwards to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton:
No mail, 40 passengers and 12,400 lbs of freight.
Education Scheme for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant FITZGERALD.
Appendix ‘C’:
General Education Scheme - Record of Educational Activities for the month ending August 31st, 1946.
(i) Station Reference and Text Book Library - 800 volumes on charge, average issues for the month 150.
(ii) Education classes held on the station -
War Education Exam (maths, English, general knowledge) -
Instructor Sergeant SYMONDS, course length three months, average weekly attendance 13 RAF and two WAAF.
Forces Preliminary Exam (English, general knowledge) -
Instructor Sergeant FITZGERALD, course length six months, average weekly attendance 24 RAF and no WAAF.
Maths - Instructor Flight Sergeant LOWNIE.
French - Instructor Sergeant STEVENS.
Additional maths - Instructor Sergeant SYMONDS.
Shorthand & Book-keeping - Instructor Sergeant BAMFORD, course length six months, average weekly attendance 4 RAF and 4 WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): Nil.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Nil.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office Correspondence Courses - One RAF and no WAAF applications submitted.
War Office Correspondence Courses - One RAF and no WAAF enrolments.
One RAF but no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
One RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 100 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: One officer and no Other Ranks.
Subjects covered: ballroom dancing.
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: one officer and two other ranks.
(ix) Films: (i) No. shown (ii) Source of Supply (iii) C.E.S. or Entertainment. were shown. NIL.
(x) Remarks: The Forces Preliminary Examination was held on August 12th - 16th, 1946, and 18 candidates sat from this station. Attendance at classes has been somewhat erratic due to postings and releases. The woodwork centre has been active as usual, Play Reading Circle, Music Circle as usual.
Signals Report for August, 1946:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant COOPER.
August 7th, 1946.
Darky ground station re-installed by No. 90 Group.
August 10th, 1946.
High power transmitter (T.1131) in use by V.H.F. Homer.
August 13th, 1946.
W/T Approach Control re-opened on 4200 KC/S.
August 14th, 1946.
Full rehearsal for ‘EXERCISE MEPHISTO’. No radio failures.
August 21st, 1946.
‘MEPHISTO’ all O.K.
August 25th, 1946.
HF/DF 6500/3805 KC/S. World Guard 116.1 MG/S. closed. W/T Approach Control on restricted watch, on ceasing to be a Master Airfield.
August 31st, 1946.
W/T Approach control closed.


